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Linear orbits of smooth plane curves

PAOLO ALUFFI
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§O. INTRODUCTION

There is a natural dominant rational map from the pl4 of plane quartics to the
moduli space M 3 of smooth genus 3 curves. Restrict thie map to a generically
finite dominant rational map from a general (linear) p6 C p14 to M3. \Vhat is
the degree of this map?

This natural question led us to studying the objects considered in this paper.
It is readily understood that the fibers of the above map p14 - - -> M 3-or, more

.(.+3)
generally, of the natural map p--r- - - ->M (01-1}(<I-2) -consist of the orbits of
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the action of PGL(3), the group of linear transformations of the plane, on the
N ~ .space P = P 2 of plane curves of a glven degree d. For a smooth plane curve

C of degree d ~ 3, the set of all linear translations of C is an 8-dimensional quasi
projective subvariety of pN; the theme of this paper is that interesting information
about plane curves gets naturally encocled in these subvarieties. For example, the
answer to the question posed in the beginning of this introduction is the degrce
of the closure Oe of Oe in pN I for a general curve CE pN.

Our purpose in this paper is to begin exploiting this connection, by studying
the orbit closure Oe for non-singular curves C. The paper is focused on the
computation of the degree of Oe, on determining the 'boundary' of a given orbit
i.e., the complement of Oe in Oe-and on studying the behavior of these orbits in
one-parametcr families of curves. We hope to cornplernent this paper with sirnilar
results for singular curves, and with a study of the singular locus of the orbit
closures, in future notes. Applications of the results will center on the study of
the moduli spaces of plane curves: we inclucle here (§5) results about thc Chow
groups (with Q-coefficients) of the moduli spaces, in the spirit of [Faber]-this
uses our result saying where the restriction of the above map 10 a general linear
subspace cf codimensian 8 is proper. Also, the degree computation prescntcd here
has enumerative significance: if a curve C haa no non-trivial automorphisms, then
the degree of Oe is the number of linear translations of C that contain 8 given
general points.

We attack the study of the orbit closure Oe of a curve C from two distinct
sides. The degree computations (§§2,3) rest on dominating the orbit closure with
a non-singular projective varietYI and interscetion thcory eomputations using the
blow-up formula of [Aluflil]j the study of boundaries and families (§4) starts off
with the Cartan-Iwahori decomposition in thc (easy) GL(3)-case.

For the degree eomputations: given a non-singular plane curve C we are able to
construet a non-si ngular compaetification of the group PG L(3), wi th a domi nant
morphism ta Oe, by a suitable sequence of blow-ups of the space ps of 3 x 3
matrices. The sequence depends on C, and in fact we find that it depends on
Ioeal information about the flexes of C: revealing an intriguing connection between



Oe and the Hessian of C, whieh we believe will playa substantial role in future
work on these objects. The variety is eonstructed by resolving the rational map
c : pS - - -> pN extending the action of PG L(3) on Oe. The base loeus of this
map is supported on the set of matriees whose image is contained in C: if C is
smooth th is is a subset of pS isomorph ie to p2 xC. Every point P of C contributes
then to the base locus by the set of rank-I matrices whose image is Pi wc will find
(Theorem II) that to resolve the indeterminacies of the map at such points, one
needs a number of blow-ups equal to the order of eontact of the tangent line to
C at p. For example, three suitable blow-ups suffiee to resolve the map (thus
constructing the variety) for a general curve. Thc eonstruetion leads to explicit
formulas (Theorem 111) for the degree of Oe in terms of the degree of C, the order
of its group of automorphisms, and four numbers encoding the local information
about the ßexes of C. The degree of the orbit closure is maximal if and only if the
curve has only simple flexes and no non·trivial automorphisms. The const,ruetion
presented here should allow us to perform multiplicity computations on Oe, ta

whieh we hope to devote a future note. Also, it should be possible to adapt the
construetion we present here to obtain eompactil1cations of PGL(3) dominating
the orbit closures of singular curves; we have some results in this dircction (for
mild singularities), which we do not present here.

For the study of boundaries: the 'boundary' of an orbit Oe (i.e., its complement
in its c10sure Oe) ia the disjoint union of the orbits of different curves. These are
necessarily singular, and have infinite automarphism graup; we determine whieh
curves arise in this way, depending on the flexes of the (smaoth) curve C. Curves
in the boundary arise either as images of rank-2 matriees by the above map c,
or as limits of translations c(lp) of C as Ip approaches a point in the base loeus
of c. In the first case, the boundary curves consist of d = deg C lines through a
point. Studying these curves amounts LO studying the natural map from the 93
on C to the moduli space Md of d-tuples of points on a line; we prove that this
map is generically finite for d ~ 5. The other kind of boundary curves is found
by shifting the point of view to the action of GL(3) on CN +1 , and studying all
limits limt.... oCo p(t), for p : C((t)) -10 GL(3) a rational map. We use the Cartan
Iwahori deeomp08ition and a case-by-case analysis to show timt ea.ch k-flex of C
(i.e., a point at which the tangent line intersects C with multiplicity k; in §§2,3
we also use the terminology 'flex of order k - 2' for such a point) contributes
to the boundary by the orbit of a curve consisting of the union of a k-th order
cuspidal eurve and the cuspidal tangent line, taken d - k times (in coordinates,
the orbit of the curve ~d-kyt + ~d-l Z = 0). A remarkable consequence (crucial
in the applieation in §5) is that a general codimension-8 subspace of pN will not
contain any of the curves arising in this manner. This makes the natural map
from this subspace to the moduli space of plane curves rather well-behavcd.

Families are studied similarly. For a given C with a k-flex (k ~ 4), and with no
non-trivial automorphisms for simplicity, consider a general I-parameter family
C(u) of curves centered at C(O) =C. We observe that, as u -10 0, the orbit c10sure
of C( tl) specializes to the union of the orbit c10sure of C and the (8-dimensional)
orbit closure of another (singular) curve. This establishes a sort of liaison bctween
C and a specific type of singular curve; the degree of Oe equals the degree of the
orbit closure of the general curve minus the degree of the orbit closurc of this
specific singular curve. We determine what singular eurves arise in this way,
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depending on the special Ilex of C, this time by computing limits limt_O C(tt!) 0

p(t), for p as above, and e E N+.

The main body of the paper is preceded by a discussion of similar problems
for the case of the action of the group PGL(2) on the spaces pd parametrizing
d-tuples of points on a line. This easy case makes for a good illustration of the
techniques employed in the rest of the paper, and is of BOrne interest in itself.

We conclude this introduetion by answering the question posed in the beginning:
the degree of the natural rational map from a general p6 C pl4 to M 3 is 14,280
(d =4 in the corollary to Theorem BI). Thus there are preeisely 14280 quartics
isomorphie to a given general one and eontaining 8 given general points.

As another illustration of the 'numerieal' results in the paper, eonsider the d
uple Veronese embedding of p2: its triseeant variety ean be identified with the
closure of the set of degree-d eurves that can be written as sum of 3 d-th powers
of linear terms; i.e., with the orbit closure of the Fermat curve x d + yd + zd. The
Fermat curve has 6d2 distinct automorphisms and preeisely 3d d-Ilexes, so (again
as a eonsequenee of Theorem HI) the degree of the trisecant variety to the d-th
Veronese embedding of p2 (d ;::: 3) must be

~(d - 2)(cF + 2ttt - 26d3
- 7d'J + 192d - 192).
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More examples of this kind may be found 80t the end of §3.
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§1. TUE PGL(2)-CASE.

We consider here the orbits of the action of PGL(2) on the space pd of d-tuples of
points of pi: this simpler context gives a good illustration of the teehniques we will
employ in the next sections to deal with PGL(3)-actions. (Some of these results
appear also in [MukRi-UmeOlllra]; in fact, thc 'combinatorial' computation of
the degree was done already in [Enriques-Fallo].)

The first question we eonsider is the computation of the dcgree of the closllre
(in pd) of the orbit of a d-tuple: i.e., the intersection product of the orbit closure
and three hyperplanes of pd.
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lt's worth observing that, in the PGL(2) case, this degree can be computed
using simple combinatorics and a pinch of geometry. For the hyperplanes, take 3
distinct 'point-conditions', i.e., hyperplanes in pd consisting of the d-tuples that
contain a certain given point. One checks easily that the intersection multiplicity
of the orbit closure and three point-conditions (determined by three distinct points
Pt, P2, 113) at a d-tuple equals the produet of the multiplicities of Pt, P2 and P3 in
the d-tuple: so the intersection is automatically transversal if the d-tuple consists
of d distinct points. Therefore, in this case the degree is just the number of points
of intersection: the computation then comes down to counting the 1ll1mber of
elements of PGL(2) that send a given d-tuple (consisting of d distinct points) to
a d-tupIe that contains 3 (d istinct) giyen points. Using thc fact that an element
of PGL(2) is uniquely determined by prescribing thc images of 3 distinct points,
one immediately sees that the answer ia

d(d - l)(d - 2).

To get the degree ofthe orbit closure, we have to divide this number by the mlmber
of elements of PGL(2) sending a d.tuple to itsclf: i.e., thc order of the stabilizer
of the d-tuple.

EXAMPLES.

(1) The stabilizer of a 3-tupie consisti ng of 3 disti nct poi nts is 53, so the degree
of the orbit closure is 1 (the orbit closure is p3).

(2) A general 4-tuple has stabilizer C2 x C2 , so the degree of the orbit closure
is 6. The 4-tuples with j =0 (resp. 1728) have stabilizers A4 (resp. D4 ),

so that the orbit closure has degree 2 (resp. 3).
(3) For d;::: 5, a general d-tuple has trivial stabilizer, so the dcgree of the orbit

closure ia d(d - l)(d - 2).

It would be easy to apply the same procedure to examine the case in which
some points of the d-tuples appear with multiplicity. For example, supposc the
d-tuple consists of an r-fold point aod d - r simple points, aod (for simplicity) has
trivial stabilizer. There are

(d- r)(d- r- 1)(d- r- 2)

ways to send the d-tuple to a d-tuple containing 3 given simple points, aod

(d-r)(d-r-l)

ways to send it to a d-tuple with two assigned simple points aod one given r-fold
point. Arguing as above, the intersection is transversal at a d-tuple of the first
kind, and has multiplicity r at a d-tuple of the second kind; and in the Becond
case there are 3 possible choices for the r-fold point. So the degree of the orbit
closure must be

(d - r)(d - r - l)(d - r - 2) + 3r(d - r)(d - r - 1) =(d - r)(d - r - l)(d +2r - 2).

Howcver, this approach would not carry over to the PG L(3)-case. We will describe
now the approach that does carry over to higher dimensions.
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The idea is to resolve the indeterminacies of a rational map assoeiated llaturally
to the given d-tuple. The easy eombinatorics we have seen gets encoded in a
geometrie eonstructionj as it happens , the geometry ean be transferred to lügher
dimensions I while the eombinatorics eannot.

Choose coordinates in pl, and let C stand for a homogeneous form in 2 variables
of degree d ::: 3, or for the d-tuple of points on pl corresponding to it. The
PG L(2)-orbit of C in pd is the image of the map

c: PGL(2) _ pd

sending a E PGL(2) to the form Co a. Observe that this map is finite (if at least
three points of the d-tuple are distinct)I and its degree equals the order of the
stabilizcr of C. This map determines a rational map from the p3 of 2 x 2 matriccs
to pd, whieh we also denote by c.

Now we will resolve this rational map: i.e' l we will eonstruet a variety V filling
a eommutative diagram

p3 __ : _> pd

V ---=-- pdPGL(2)

I1

PGL(2)

c

c
-1 1I

The image of c in pd is precisely the orbit doslIre: therefore the degree of the
orbit closure can be faund by compllting the third power of the pull-back of the
hyperplane dass of pd to V, and dividing by the order of the stabilizer of C. \Ve
call 'predegree' the 3-fold self-intersection of the puH-back of the hyperplane from
pd.

The base locus of c: p3 - - -> pd consists of the matrices a for which the form
Co a is identically zero. This happens exactly when a is a rank-l matrix with
image a point of the d-tuple C. The base locus of c is therefore supported on a
finite number of 'parallel' lines in the (non-singular) quadric of rank-l matrices.
There are as many distinet lines aB there are distinet points in the d-tuple C.

CLAIM. A variety V as above ean be obtained by blowing up p3 a/ong tlJe support
of tlJe base loeus of c.

To see this, call 'point-conditions in p3' the inverse image of the point-conditions
of pd (defined above). The map c is then the map defined by the linear system
generated by the point-conditions in p3, and thercrore the base locus of e is aetu
ally cut out by the point-conditions. Now we argue that a point-condition in p3
is a degree-d hypersurface consisting of nothing hut a collection of hyperplanes,
one for each point in the d-tuple C, each appcaring with the same multiplicity as
the corresponding point appears in C. This is immediate: give coordinates

(~~ ~)
to the p3 of matrices; and suppose C is given by the equation

F(x : y) =0
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Then the point-condition corresponding to e.g. the point (1 : 0) has equation

F(po : P:l) =0

so is indeed a union of hyperplanes as argued.
Now let V be the blow-up of p3 along the lines supporting the base locus of

c. The (a priori rational) map c making the above diagram commute is then

defined by the linear system on V generated by the proper transforms of the
point-conditions: so the base locus of c is cut out by the proper transforms in V
of the point~conditions. But since the point-conditions are supported on unions
of hyperplanes, they necessarily interscct transversally in p3: therefore their in~

tersection in V ie empty, and we can conelude that the map c :V~ pd is indeed
amorphism.

This proves the Claim.

Now computing the 3-fold self-intersection of the elass of thc proper transform
of a point-condition (i.e" the predegree of the orbit closure) is a straightforward
intersection calculus exercise. As we will in later sections, we use a formlIla from
(Aluffil]I which we will recall as Proposition 3.2. The sclf-intersection is computed
as the self-intersection of the point-condition in p3 (i.e., d3 ) minus contributions
coming from each component of the base locus of c. The forlllula gives

I lr (m' + dh)3
predegree =d3

- 2: I 2h
i=l Li 1 +

where the summation runs over the distinct points Pl, ... , P, of the d-tuplc , TTli is
the multiplicity of Pi in the d-tuple, Li is the line in the base locus corresponding
to Pi, and h denotes the hyperplane elass in Li. The degree is compu ted hy taking
the coefficient of h in the expression under f:

I

predegree =cf - L m;(3d - 2mi)
i=1

I I

= d3
- 3dCL m;) + 2(L m~)

i=1 i=1

So the predegree of a d-tuple C ean be written in terms of just two numbcrs , each
of whieh is a sum of 'loeal eontributions' given by eaeh point of C. For example ,
if the d~tuple eonsists of d - r simple points and one r-tuple point, then

so

,
L m; = r2 + d - r,
i=1

,
Lmf =r3 +d- r ,

i=1

predegree =d3
- 3d(r2 + d - r) + 2(r3 + d - r)

=(d - r)(d - r - l)(d + 2r - 2)
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As we will see in section 3, this general feature of the predegree (being determined
by a few numbers recording local data) is preservcd in the PGL(3) case.

Wc turn now to the quest ion of determining the 'boundary' of the orbit of a
d-tuple C, by which we mean the complement of the orbit in its closure. Observe
that the boundary of an orbit is necessarily itself the union of orbits, and has
dimension :5 2. Since thc orbit of a d-tuple has dimension 3 as soon as the d-tuple
consists of at least 3 distinct points, we can conclude right away that the boundary
of the orbit of a given d-tuple must consist of the union of the orbits of d-tuples
concentrated in at most two points. We will show:

CLAIM. The boundary of the (3-dimensional) orbit of C is the union of the
i-dimensional orbit of x d and of those 2-dimensional orbits of zr yd-r for which r
is the multiplicity of a point of C.

Again, we have two possible approaches. On the one hand, we can use the
blow-up constructing the variety V above. The rank-l matrices not in the base
locus have image in the orbit of x d ; so we only have to determine the image in
pd of the components of the exceptional divisor in V. Now, the blow up eRn be
described easily in coordinates.

Gi ve coordinates

to the p3 of matrices. The locus of rank-l matrices is given by PoP3 - PIP2 =O.
Suppose the d-tuple C has equation aoxd+alxd-1y+' . '+adyd =0, corresponding
to the point (ao : al : ... : ad) E pd (with obvious choice of coordinates there).
Assume that (1 : 0) is a point of multiplicity r ;::: 1 in C, i.e., ao = al = ... =
ar-l =0, ar t= 0. Then P2 =Ps =°is a component of the base locus of c and we
can study V locally by blowing up ps along P~ = Ps = 0.

On the affine piece Po = 1 we have coordinates (PI, P2, Pa). On an affine piece
of thc blow-up, coordinates (ql' q2, qs) are given by

{

PI = ql

P~ =92

P3 =q2q3

Thc map induced by c is then given by

with

Note that we can factor out q2 r from the last expression, 80 that
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The exceptional divisor ia given here by q2 = O. The restrietion of the map
C : V --;. pd to the component of the exceptional divisor of V corresponding 10
the r-fold point ia then given by restricting the last expression to q'J = 0: we get
d~tuples corresponding to points

we conclude that the image of the exceptional divisor corresponding to a point in
C of multiplicity T is the closure of the PGL(2)-orbit of zd-rif. (The boundary
of this orbit ia the orbit of zd.) The clai m follows.

Now for the alternative approach, which is the one we will use later on to study
the quest ion in the PG L(3) CBSe. Ta determine the boundary, one has to write
down aH possible limits of the image c(a) in pd, as Cl' moves in PGL(2). Now the
question can be lifted to the same question in GL(2), where it ean be reduced to
finding aB limits

lim C 0 A(t)
t--O

where A(t) is a 1-parameter subgroup ofGL(2) (we'll say more about this reduction
in §4, where we treat the PGL(3) case). Up to a choice of coordinates, and
disregarding trivial cases, we are then reduced to studying the limits

(
ta

lim C 0 0
t--O t~ )

, with a < b. Now suppose as above that C has an r-fold point at (1 : 0), i.e., it ia
given by an cquation arzd-ryr + ar+lzd-r-lyr+l + ... + adyd = 0, with a r 1= O.
Composing with the I-parameter subgroup gives the equation

and we see that the limit as t - 0 must be arzd-ryr if it exists at all. Again, we
conelude that each point of multiplicity T on C contributes to the boundary with
the orbit of zd-r if , which gives the original claim.

It is this second approach that we will follow to determine the boundary of
orbits of smooth curves in the PGL(3) case. Again we will find, as we have seen
in the PGL(2) CaBe, that the global features of the orbit reftect IDeal information
at the points of C.

Finally, we would like to analyze the behavior of the orbit closure in a family.
Suppose C(t) C pd is al-parameter farnily of d-tuples, such that C(O) is a d-tuple
with an r-fold point (r > 1) and d-r simple points, while C(t) consists of d simple
points for each t 1= O. The object is to compare the orbit (closure) of the central
fiber with the limit of the orbits of the other fibers. The orbit of the central fiber
is clearly a component of the limit of the orbits; to convince oneself that there
are other components, it's enough to observe that, as seen above, the dcgree of
the orbit cl08ure of C(t) for t 1= 0 is d(d - I)(d - 2), while the degree of the orbit
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closure of C(O) drops down to (d - r)(d - r - l)(d + 2r - 2): other components
must account for the missing

(3d - 2r - 2)r(r - 1)

Now this is the degree of the orbit closure of a d-tuple with r simple points and
a (d - r)-fold one: it's not hard to see that this ia precisely what makes up the
missing eomponent. This sets up a sort of 'duality' between different kinds of
d-tuples, which will have a counterpart in the PGL(3) ease, to be seen in §4.

§2. A BLOW-UP CONSTRUCTION

In this seetion we construet a smooth projeetive variety surjecting onto the orbit
- N ~closure Oe of a smooth plane curve CE P = P :J ,where d ~ 3. As we will

see, the construction depends essentially on the number and type of fIexes of C.
Fix coordinates (zo : z 1 : X2) of p2, and assurne the degree-d curve C has

equation

F(xo, XI, X2) =0

Consider the projective spaee pS =PlIorn(C3 , C3 ) of (homogeneous) 3x 3 matrices
a = (O'ij )ij=O,l,2' So pa ia a compactification of PG L(3) = {Cl' E ps : det a -:I O}.
To esse notations, in this section we will refer to a point in ps and to any 3 X 3
matrix representing it by the same term; in the same vein, for 0' E pS we will eall
'ker 0" the linear subspace of p2 on which the map dctermined by Cl' is not defined,
'im 0" will be the image of this map, and the rank 'rk 0" of 0' will be 1+dim(im a).
So:

aEPGL(3) <=> kera=0 <==> imO'=p2 <=> rka=3.

The eurve C determines a rational map

as folIows: for 0' E pa, let c(Cl') be the curve den ned by the degree-d polynomial
equation F(Cl'(XO,Xl,X2)) = O. So c(O') is defined as long as F(a(xo,xt,X2))
docsn 't vanish identieally; Le., precisely if im 0' rt. C.

If a E PGL(3), then c(O') is the translate of C by 0'; therefore, c(PGL(3)) is
just the orbit Oe of C in pN for the natural action of PGL(3).

As an alternative description for the map c, considcr for any point p E p2. thc
equation

F(O'(p)) = 0

As an equation 'in p', th is defi nes the translate c(a ); as an equation 'in Cl" this
defines the hypersurface of pS consiating of alt 0' that map p to a point of C. We
will ca)) these hypersurfaces, that will play an important role in our discussion,
'point-eonditions'. The rational map defined above is clearly the map defined by
the linear system generated by the point-conditions on pS.

Our task here ia to resolve the indeterminacies of thc map c : ps - - -> pN I by a
sequence of blow-ups at smooth ce'nters: we will get a smooth projective variety

9



V filling a commutative diagram

.-

PGL(3)
e pNC V --+

11
71

11

PGL(3) pS e pNC - - - ->

The image of V in pN by er will then be the orbit closure Oe. In §3 we will UBe

er to pull-back queations about Oe to V; the explicit description of V obtained in
this section will enable us to answer these questions.

The plan is to blow-up the support of the base locus of c; we will get a variety
VI and a rational map Cl : VI - - -> pN. We will then blow-up the support of
the base locus of Cl, getting a variety V2 and a rational map C2 : V2 > pN;
in the case we are considering here (i.e., the curve C is smooth to start with),

repeating this process yields eventually a variety V as above. The support of the
first base locus is in fact a copy of p2 X C in pS (see §2.1); if (k, q) E p2 X C,
and Ci denotea the map obtained at the i-th stage, we will find timt Ci stillllas
indeterminacies over (k, q) iE llnd on ly iE thc tangen t line to C at q in tersects C
at q with multiplicity > i. So, for example, if C has only simple fiexes then the
map C3 is regular (Proposition 2.9); and in general the number of blow-ups needed
equals the highest possible multiplicity of interscction of a line with C.

We should point out that (even for smooth C) this is not the only way to
construct a variety V as above: in fact, a different sequence of blow-ups ia the one
that aeems to generalize naturally to approach the same problem for singular C.

§2.1. The first blow-up. The set of rank-l matrices in pS ia the image of the
Segre embedding

given in coordinates by

where kozo+ klz l + k2z 2 = 0 ia the kernel of thc matrix, and (qO : ql : q2) ia its
image. Intrinsically, this is just the map induced from the map

t 3 E9 C3
-j. t 3 0 C3 = Hom(C3

, C3
)

(f,u) 1-+ f 0 U

\Ve have already observed that the map C : pB - - -> pN is not defined at Q' E pB

precisely when ima C C; if C is smooth (thcrefore irreduciblc), this means that
the image of Q' is a point of C. Therefore:
the support oE the base locus of c is the image of p2 x C in pS via the Segre
embedding identifying p2 X p2 with the set of rank-l matrices.

In particular, the support of the base locus of C is smooth, since Cis. We let
~ 71 S B

then B = p:2 X C, and we let VI - P be the blow-up of P along B. Since
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BnPGL(3) = 0, VI contains a dense open set which we can idcntify with PGL(3).
Also, the linear system generated by the proper transforms in VI of thc point
conditions (which we will call 'point-conditions in VI '), defines a rational map
CI : VI - - -> pN making the diagram

PGL(3) C

1I

Cl N
VI - - - -> P

11

PGL(3) C pB __ ~ _> pN

commutative. The exceptional divisor EI in VI is the projectivized normal bundle
of B in ps: EI = P(NBpS). We will show now that the base locus of Cl js
supported on a pl-subbundle of EI over B.

Let (k, q) be a point of B = p2 X C: i.e., a rank-l Q' E ps with ker Q' = k,
im 0' = q E C. Also, let l be the line tangent to C at q, let p be a point of p2, and
denote by P the point-condition in ps corresponding to p.

LEMMA 2.1. (i) The tangent space to B at (k, q) consjsts of alJ cp E ps such that
im~ C l and ~(k) C q.

(ii) P js non-singular at (.t, q), and the tangent space to P at (k, q) consjsts of
all cP E ps such that ~(p) C l.

\Ve are using our notations rather freely here. For example, in (i) Q' = (k, q) is
in the tangent space since 0'( k) = 0 (as 0' is not defined along k).
PROOF: (i) The tangent space to B at (k, q) ia spanned by the plane {(k', q) E
B : k' E P2} = {cp E ps : imcp = q} and by the line {(k,q') E B : q' E l} =
{~ E ps : ker ~ = k, im 'P E l}. Both these subspaces of ps are contai ncd in
{cp E ps : imt.p C L, cp(k) C q}; since this laUer has c1early dimension 3, we are
done.

(ii) For 0' = (k, q) and ~ E ps consider the line Q' + cp t. Restricting the equation
for P to this line gives the polynomial equation in t

F«O' +~ t)(p)) = 0 ,i.e.

F(O'(p)) + L (~~) CPi(p) t + ... = 0
i XI o(p)

(where ~i(p) denotes the i-th coordinate of cp(p)).
F(O'(p)) = 0 since im Q' = q E C; the line is tangent to P at 0' when the linear

term also vanishes, i.e. if Li(8F/8xi)qlf'i(p) =O. This says prccisely cp(p) CL, as
claimed.

P is non-singular at 0' beeause any cp not satisfying the eondition ~(p) C l gives
a line O'+/f't intersecting P with multiplicity 1 at Q', by thc above eomputation. I

\Vith the same notations, the tangent space to p2 x p2 at Q' consists of all cp with
lf'(ker 0') C im 0' (intrinsieaHy, aH transformations <p indueing a map coim Q' -.

eoker 0').
The set of aH ~ such that im ~ C f. forms (for any Q') a 5-dimensional spaee

containing the tangent space to B at Q', and therefore determincs a 2-dimensional
su bspace of the fiber of Nn pS over 0'. As 0' moves in B we get a rank-2 subbundle
of NBPs, and hence a pI-subbundle of EI = P(NBPS), whieh we denote BI.
Notiee that BI is non-singular, aa a pI-bundle over the non-singular B.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. TlJe base locus of the map Cl : Vl • - -> pN js supported on

B l ·

PROOF: Since Cl is defined by the linear system generated by all point-conditions
in Vl , we simply need to show that the interseetion of a11 point-conditions in Vl is
set-theoretica11y Bl . This assertion can be checked fiberwise over 0' = (k, q) E B;
so all we need to observe is that the interseetion of the tangent spaces to aB point·
conditions at 0' consists (by Lemma 2.1 (ii)) of the I{' E pS such that Ip(p) C l for
all p; i.e., the 5-dimensional space used above to define B l . I

If p[p) denotes the point-condition in Vl corresponding to p E p2, we have just

shown npE P:1 p[p) is supported on BI' The proof says a little more:

REMARK 2.3. npE P:1 p[p) n E l = B 1 (scheme-theoretically).

Indeed on each fiber of E l (say over 0' E B) the fiber of B l , a linear subspace,

is cut out by the tibers of the P}p) n E l , linear subspaces themselves; and the
situation clearly globalizes as 0' moves in B.

'11":1
§2.2. The second blow-up. Let V2 - Vl be the blow-up of Vl along B l .
The new exceptional divisor ia E 2 = P(NB1 Vd; eall 'point-eonditions in V2 ' the
proper transforms of the point-conditions of V1• The linear system generated by
the point-conditions definea a rational map C2 : V2 - - -> pN; again, we obtain a
diagram

PGL(3) C pB __ : _> pN

and we proceed to determine the support of the base locus of C2.

Let El be the proper transform of EI in V2 • Thcll

LEMMA 2.4. The base locus of C2 is disjoint from EI.

PROOF: This is basically a reformulation of Remark 2.3: EI is the blow-up of EI
along BI, and BI is cut out scheme-theoretically by the interscctions of EI with
the point-conditions of VI' So the interseetion of the point-conditions in V2 must
be empty along EI, which is the claim. I

Lemma 2.4 reduces the determination of the support of the base locus of C2 ta
a computation in pS. Denote by B the scheme-theoretic interseetion of the point
conditions in ps, 80 the support of B is B. For 0' E B, let tha(B) be the maximum
length of the intersection with B of the germ of a smaoth curve eentered at 0' and
transversal to B (the 'thickness' of B at 0', in the terminology of [Aluffi2]).

LEMMA 2.5. The base locus ofc] is disjojnt [rom (1r2 0 1rd- 10' iftha(B) :S 2.

PROOF: The base locus of C] is thc intersection of aH point-conditions in V2 , Le.
the set of all directions normal to BI and tangent to aH point-conditions in VI. Let
then 1'(t) be a smooth curve germ ccntered at a point of BI above 0', transversal
to B l , and tangent to aH point-conditions in VI. Hy Lemma 2.4, l' is transversal
to EI; therefore 1r'l(1'(t)) is a smooth curve germ centered at 0' and transversal
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to B. Since -y(t) intersectB aH point-conditions in VI with multiplicity 2 or more,
11"1 (y(t)) must intersect aH point-conditions in pa with multiplicity 3 or more; 8
is the interseetion of aB point-conditions in pa, so this forces tha(B) ~ 3. I

Now the key computation is

LEMMA 2.6. If 0: = (k, q) E B, and l is the line tangent to C at q, then tha(B)
cquals the intersection multiplicity of land C at q.

PROOF: Let m be the interseetion multiplicity of land C at q. To show tha(B) ~
m, we just have to produce a curve normal to Band intersecting aH point
conditions with multiplicity at least m at 0:; such ia the line 0: + ept, with ep E pa
such that imep =l aod ep(k) f:. q. Indeed, the last condition guarantees normality
(Lemma 2.1 (i)); and, for general p, q = o:(p) and ep(p) span l: so F((o: + ept)(p))
is just the restriction of F to a parametrization of l, and it must vanish exaetly
m times at t =O. Notice that these directions are precisely those defining BI.

To show tha(B) :5 m, let -y(t) be any smooth curve germ normal to Band
centered at 0:; we have to show that -y intersects same point-condition with mul
tiplicity :5 m at 0:. In an affine open of pS containing 0:, write

-y(t)=o:+<pt+ ...

The equation for the point-condition corresponding to p restricts on -y to

F((o: + <pt + ... )(p)) = F(o:(p)) +E (~~) <Pi(p) t + ... = 0
i X, a(p)

where <Pi(p) denotes the i-th coordinate of <p(p). The coefficicnt of t m in this
expansion IS

+ terms involving derivatives of lower order,

and to conclude the proof we have to show that this term is not identically O.
To see this, observe that if land C interseet with multiplicity exactly m at q,

then the form

doesn 't vanish identically on l; aince <p(ker 0:) rt. q (-y is normal to B), this impl ies
that the summand

vanishes exactly d - m times along the line k = ker 0:. But since aH the other
summands in (*) involve derivatives of order< m, they vanish with order> d - m
along k. Therefore (*) can't bc" identically 0, as we c1aimed. I

We adopt the foBowing conventions:

13



DEFINITION. A point q of C is a '!lex of order r' (or 'er + 2)-flex') if tlJe line
tangent to C at q intersects C at q with multiplicity r + 2. lVe will say that q is
a 'Hex' orc ifr ~ 1, and that q is a 'simple /lex' ifr = 1.

Now we observe that there is a section s : BI ---+ E2 : for 0'1 E BI, let 0' =
11'"1(0'.) E B, aay 0' = (k, q), and let l be the line tangent to G at q. Oy the
constructioo of BI, there is a matrix I.p E pB with im I..p C l such that 0'1 is the
intersection of EI aod the proper transform of the line 0' + I..p t in VI; now let S(O'l)
be the intersection of E 2 and the proper tranaform of the line 0' + I..p t in V:J (it is
elear that s(O'd does not depend on the specific I.p chosen to represent O'd.

Let B2 be the image via s of the set {nI E BI : q is a flex of C}. Thu8 B2

consists of a number of smooth three-dimensional components, one for each ilex
of G: each component maps isomorphicaHy to a pl-bundle over one of the planes
{(k, q) E B : q ia a ftex of Cl.

PROPOSITION 2.7. The base 10cIls of the map C1 : V2 - - -> pN js supported on
B 2 •

PROOF: Let 0'1 E BI, and 0' = (k, q) the image of 0'1 in B, as above. By Lemma
2.5 and 2.6, the intersection of the base locus of C2 with the fiber 1T; 1 (O'd is empty
if q i8 not a flex of C; it ia at most one point even if q ia a flex of C, because it
misses a hyperplane in 11'";1(0'1) ~ p3 by Lemma 2.4. Thus all we have to show is
that s(O'd is in the base locus of C2 if q ia a flex of G (of order r :::: 1). Out, as
observed in the proof of Lemma 2.6, the line a + I..p t determin ing 0' 1 interseets each
point-condition in pB with multiplicity at least r + 2 ::::. 3; thcrefore the proper
transform of 0' + I..p t is tangent to aB point-conditions in VI, and it follows that
s(al) E aH poi nt-condi tions in V2 , as needed. I

::11"3

§2.3. The third blow-up. Let V3 ---+ V2 be the blow-up of V2 along B 2 .

The new exceptional divisor is E3 ; thc 'point-conditions of V3 ' are the proper
transforms of the point-conditions of V2 • The linear system generated by the
point-conditions defines a rational map C3 : Va - - -> pN, making the diagram

PGL(3) C
(:3 N

V3 - - - -> P

1I ::11"3 U, 0::11" 11 11

PGL(3) C p8 __ =_>pN

commute. We will show now that C3 is a regular map if aB the flexes of C are
simple, so that in this case V3 is the variety we are looking for. For each flex of
order> 1, we will find a four-dimensional component in the base locus of C3, and
more blow-ups will be needed.

eaB B2 the scheme-theoretic intersection of the point-conditions in V2 , so 8 2 is
supported on B2 • For 0'2 E B2 , define the thickness tha ,(B2) of 8 2 at 0'2 aB we
did above for tha(B). Also, let 0' = (k, q) be the image of 0'2 in B. With these

. notations:

LEMMA 2.8. Ifq is an /lex oforder r ofG, then tha,(B2 ) = r.
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PROOF: We have to show that if l(t) is a smooth curve germ in V2 , centered at
0'2 and transversal to B2 , then the maximum length of the intersection of 8 2 and
"y at t =0 is precisely r.

Suppose first that 1 is transversal to E2: then, as argued in the proof of Lemma
2.5, the image of 1 in pB is a smooth curve germ centered at 0' and transversal
to B: by Lemma 2.6, the length of the intersection of Band this curve is at most
r + 2; it follows that the maximum length of the intersection of 8 2 and such l's
is indeed T (at tained for example by the proper transform of 0' + r.p t , wi th r.p as in
the proof of Lemma 2.6).

Thus we may assume that 1 is tangent to E 2 I and show that

CLAIM. B2 n l(t) vanishes at most T times at t = O.

This is a lengthy coordinate computation, and we encourage the hasty reader
to skip it for the moment. The outcome is that the maximum length is r, and it is
attained in the direction normal to B2 in the section s(BI) C E2 defined in §2.2.

PROOF OF THE CLAIM: We express the blow-ups in coordinates. If 0' = (k, q) is
the image of 0'2 in B, we can assume that q = (1 : 0 : 0) is a flex of order r of C,
and that k is the line xo = O. Also, we write the equation of C in a neighborhood
of q (with affine coordi nates x, y) as

y = j(x)

where f( z) is a convergent power seriesj since q = (0, 0) is a (smooth) ftex of order
r of C, we can assume

f(z) = x,.+2 + terms in higher powers of x.

(100)
vVith this set-up, 0' is the matrix 000 j give coordinates

000

(

1 PI P2)
P3 P4 pr,
P6 P7 Ps

in a neighborhood of 0' in pB. The point-condition corresponding to (eo :el : 6)
has then cquation

(*) P6eO + P7et + ps6 = f (Paeo + P4eI + P56)
eo +Plet +P26 eo + Plet + 1126

Equations for B in these coordinates are

P4 =PtP3

P5 = P2P3

P7 = PIP6

Ps = P2P6

P6 = f(P3)
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(the first four equations define rank-l matrices, and the fifth one forces the image
to land on C).

We can then choose coordinates (qI, ... ,qs) in VI so that

PI = qI

P2 = q2

P3 = q3

P4 = q4 + qIq3

P5 = q4q5 + q2q3

P6 = q4q6 + f(q3)

P7 = q4q7 + QIP6

ps = q'lqs + q2P6

The exceptional divisor EI has equatiün q4 = 0; the equation (*) above pulls-back
to

and therefore the point-conditions in VI have equation

(**)

Equations für BI are

(
q7:;,L

qs =qSf'(Q3)

(let q4 = 0, and impose (**) to hold for aH ~o, 6 ,6) and we then choose coordi
nates (Tl, ... ,Ts) in V2 such that

ql = Tl

q'2 = T'2

Q3 = T3

q6 = T4 Ta

q7 = r4T7 + !'(T3)

qs = r4TS + rS!'("3)

In these coordinates the exceptional divisor E2 has equation T4 = 0, and (**)
pulls-back to

so thc point-conditions in V2 have equation

(***)
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(also, the leading term in (... ) ia csscntiaBy pu(r3))' Now lctting r 4 = 0 and
imposing that (***) hold for aB eo, {I, e2 gives equations for B"l at 0'2:

r3 =0

r4 =0

r6 =°
r7 =°
TB = 0

from which it foBows readily that the maximum lcngth of thc interscction with
the general point-condition of a smooth curve germ 1(t) transversal to B2 and
tangent to E"l equals the order of vanishing of /"(t) at t = 0, i.e. T, as claimed.

Tracing this coordinate description, equations for s(Bt} in V2 are r4 = TB =
T7 = TS =01

, Then (rl, ... ,Ts) = (*,*,t,O,*,O,O,O) is a direction normal to B2
in s(Bt} which intersects the general point-condition precisely T times at t = O.•

The next results are now easy consequences.

PRO P 0 SlTI 0 N 2.9. If aH flexe8 of C are simple, then the map C3 : V3 - - -> pN J8

regular.

PROOF: 'Ne have to show that C3 has no base locus, i.e. that the intcrsection of
all point-conditions in V3 is empty. Hut a point in the intersection of aH point
conditions in V3 would determine a direction normal to 8 2 and tangent to aB
point-conditions in V"li the thickness of 8 2 would then be ;::: 2 at some point. By
Lemma 2.8, if aB flexes of C are simple (i.e., of order 1) the thickness of 8 2 is
precisely 1 everywhere on B2 , 80 this can't happen.•

By Proposition 2.9, we are done in the case when C haa only simple flexes: V3

is the variety V we meant to construct. We will show now that für each ficx of
C of order T > 1, the base locHs of C3 has a smooth four-dimensional connected
component.

1To see thill, work over A neighborhood of Cl' = (~~ ~). B is par80metrized by (.1.1, Jt.J, x) t-+

( ~ lele/% 1e1e'J'J%), For each q = (x,j(x)) E C ~:e r.p with ker on the line Xl + lx'J = 0,
J(%) IeIJ(%) Ie'JJ(%)

and imAge t= q on the tan@;ent line to C 80t q: e.@;. (x t= 1) At (1, j(x) + j'(.1:)(1 - x)). Then, in
the given coordinAtes, the line a + r.p t and its proper traJlsforms in VI and V'J are par80metrized
resp.by

(
1 leltt 1e1+lt)

t t-+ % le l %+ t 1e 1%+lt
J(%) le l J(%)+ IJ(%)+IJ'(z)(l-%) Ie'JJ(%)+lIJ(r)+llJ'(%)(l-%)

t t-+ (.1.1 + t, k'J + lt, x, t(1 - x),l, 0, j'(:t') , l/'(x)) ,

t - (k 1 + t,k-J + lt,x,t(l - x),l,O,O,O) .

AB t - 0, the last e'Quation gi Ve8 a parametrization of .. (BI) in (Tl, •.. , T8):

from which we can read the equatiom of ..(BI).
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Let 0'2 E B21 mapping to 0' = (ko, q) in B, and assume q is a flex of C of order
r > 1. B2 is 3-dimensional, 80 the fiber 11"3"1 (0'2) of E3 = P(NB'J V2) over 0'2 is a p4 .
We have two special points in this p4, namely the point determined by the proper
transform of the Hne 0' + cp t used in §2. 2 to define s, and the direction normal to
B2 in the section s(BI)' We have seen in the proof of Lemma 2.8 that the length
of the intersection of these directions with B2 is exactly r; also, these points are
distinct for all 0'2 (since one of them corresponds to a direction contained in E2 ,

while the other comes from a direction transversal to E 2 ), so they determine a pI
in the fiber :lf31 (0'2)' As 0'2 moves in the component of B2 over q, this pI traces a

pl-bundle over that component, a smooth four-dimensional 8ubvariety B~q) of E3 .

CaB B3 the union of aB these (disjoint) subvarieties of E3 J arising from non-simple
flexes of C.

PROPOSITION 2.10. The base locus of the map C3 : V3 - - -> pN is supported on
B3 .

PROOF: We have to show that in each fiber :lf;1(0'2) =p4 as above, the intersec
tion of all point-conditions is supported on the specified pI. Observe that each
point-condition determines a hyperplane in this p4, so that the intcrsection of the
base locus of C3 with :lf3'"1 (0'2) must be a linear subspace of this p4. Seeondly, for
the same reason, 00 directions tangent to the fiber of E2 containing 0'2 ean be
tangent to all point-conditions in V2 • The tibers of E2 are threc-dimensional and
transversal to B2 , thU8 this shows that the hase loeus of C3 mllst miss a p2 in the
fiber :lfi l (0'2)' Thus, the intersection of the hase loeus of C3 with 7Tj'"I(0'2) ean
consist of at most a pI.

Thcrefore, we just have to show that the two points of :lf;I(0'2) used in the
construction of B3 are contained in all point-eonditions of V3 ; or, equivalently, the
two directions in V2 used to define these points are tangent to aH point-eonditions
in V2 • But this i8 precisely the resu lt of the computat ion in the proof of Lemma 2.8:
the length of the intersection of these eurves with all point-conditions is r ~ 2. I

§2.4 Further blow-ups. As we have seen in §2.3, each non-simple flex q of C
gives rise to a smooth four-dimensional eomponent of the support B3 of the base
locus of C3; and B3 is the union of aB such components. The plan is still to
blow-up the support of the base-Iocus; since the components are disjoint, we can
eoneentrate on a specific one: say B~q), corresponding to a flex q of C of order
r ~ 2.

Let V3(q) be the complement of aH components of B 3 other than B~q) in V3. Let

V(q) -+ \I.(q) he the blow-up of \I.(q) along n(q)· again the proper transforms in
4 3 3 3"

v
4
(q) of the point-conditions define a map c~q) : V4(q) - - -> pN. The base locus of

c~q) might have components over B~q), whose union we denote D~q); in this CaBe,

we will let V5(q) be the blow-up of V4(q) along B~9). Iterating this process we get a
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tower of varieties and maps:

B(q)
c(~)

C v:(9) '+1 pN
i+l i+l - - - ->

1 1 11

B~q)
) c(~)

C v.(q __ '_ _> PN
• •

1 1 11

B(q) c \I.(q) __ c~ _> pN
3 3

where inductively for i > 4: V.(q) - \1:.(9) is the blow-up of \1,(9) along B~q) ., -, 1-1 1-1 .-1'

c~q) : ~(q) - - -> pN is defined by the proper transforms in ~(q) of the point-

conditions (i.e., the 'point-conditions in ~(q)')j and (for i ~ 3) Brq
) is the support

of the intersection Bf') of the point-conditions in ~(9) (i.c., tbe basc locus of c~q».

Also, for i ~ 3 let E~q) be the exceptional divisor in ~(q), aod let mq
) be the

proper transform of ~q) in ~~~.

LEMMA 2.11. Ifq is a ilex of order r ~ 2, tlJen for 3 ~ i ~ r + 1:
(l)i: ~(q) ia non-singular

(2)i: tbe composition map Brq
) --+ B~q) is an isomorphism

(3)i: the thickness of biq
) ia r + 2 - i at each point of B~q)

(4)i: B~fI n E;9) =0

PROOF: We have (1)3, (2)J trivially, and (3h by Lemma 2.8. Also, since B3 is
cut out by linear spaces in each fiber of E3 , we have (4h. Now we will show that:

CLAIM. For 4 ::; i ::; r + I, (l)i-I, (2)i-I, (3).-2 and (4)i-l imply (l)i, (2)i'
(3)i-I, and (4)i.

Also, we will show that (3)r, (4)r+l imply (3)r+I: this will prove the statement.

PROOF OF THE CLAIM: In this proof we will drop the (q) notation, to ease the
exposition. lft is then the blow-up of Yj_1 along Bi-I, and these are both noo
singular by (l)i-1, (2)i-I: so Yj mlist also be non-singular, giving (l)i.

Next, compute the thickness of B._ I : let let) be any smooth curve germ
transversal to Bi-1 aod centered at any 0'i-I E Bi-1. Ir, is tangent to Ei -I ,

then by (4)i-I i tB proper transform wi 11 miss the general poi nt-condi tion in lft:
i.e., the length of the intersection of ,(t) with Bi-I at t = 0 ia 1. I f , ia transversal
to E i - I (and Bi-I), then , maps down to a smooth curve germ ,. centered at a
point of Bi-'l and transversal to B.-2. Hy (3)i-2, the intersection of ,. with the
point-conditions in lti-2 has length at most r - i + 4: it follows that the intersec
tion of , wi th the point-condi tions in Vi -1 has length at most r - i +3 ~ 2 (since
i .$ r+ 1). Therefore the thickness of Bi- 1 at O'i-l is r- i + 3, which gives (3)i-l.
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For (2);, look at the interseetion of B; with the fiber of Ei over an arbitrary
0';-1 E Bi-I. First we argue this can 't be empty: indeed, thai _ t (B;-I) = r-i+3 ~

2, so through every O'i-l in Bi-l there are direetions tangent to all point-conditions
in Vi-I' To get (2)i' we need to show that the fiber of Bi over O'i-l consists
(seheme-theoretieally) of a simple point. But this is the interseetion af Bi with
the fiber of Ei (==- p3) over O'i-l, thus a nonempty interseetion of linear subspaees
in p3 missing a hyperplane (by (4)i-d: preeisely a point, 8.S nccded for (2);.

Finally, we need (4);. Onee more observe that Bi interseets each fiber of Ei in
an interseetion of linear spaees: thus there are no direetions in the fibers of Ei and
tangent to all point-conditions in Vi, This says that Bi+l must avoid the proper

transforms in lf;+1 of aB fibers of Ei, and therefore Ei, giving (4)i.

This proves the Claim. The only ease not eovered yet is (3)r+l: to obtain
this and eonc1ude the proof of 2.11, apply the same argument aB above to (3)r,
(4)r+l' I

Lemma 2.11 deseribes the sequenee of blow-ups over V3 that takes eare of a
specific flex q on C of order r ~ 2. The case i = r + 1 of the statement says that

the variety Vr(~)1 ia non-si nguIar, and the base locus of the map C~11 :Vr~)l >pN

is supported on a variety B~~1 isomorphie to B~i); moreover, for all O'r+l E B~~I'

we got thar+1 (Br+d = 1. Let then vr<':'1 - Vr<':')1 be the blow-up of Vr~; along

B~~l' and denote by C~~1 the rational map vr~1- - -> pN defined by the point

eondi tions in vr<':'1. Then vr~1 is c1early non-si ngular, and

COROLLARY 2.12. C~11 is a regular map.

PROOF: Indeed, the point-conditions in Vr~~ eannot interseet anywhere along

E~~1: if they did, any interscetion point would corrcspond to a direetion normal

to B~~l and tangent to all point-conditions in vr~i, and the thiekness of ~~1
would be ~ 2, in contradietion with Lemma 2.11. I

Ey this last result, the sequenee of r-1 blow-ups aver Va just deseribed resolvea

the indeterminacies of C3 : Va - - -> pN over the component B~q) of B3 • To resolve
all indeterminaeies of C3, we just have to apply thc eonstruetion simultaneously
to all eomponents of B3 : build the sequence

E H1 C
Ci+! N

\'.+1 - - - -> P

1 1 11

Bi c Vi __ Ci _> pN

1 1 11

8 3 c V3
__c! _> pN
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where, for i ~ 4, Vi -+ Vi-I is the blow-up of \li-i a'long Bi-I, Ci : Vi > pN

is defined by the proper transforms in \fi of the point-conditions, and Bi is the
support ofthe base locus of Ci. By Lemma 2.11 and CoroHary 2.12 aH \fi's are non
singular, and, for each flex q of C of order T, Bi has cither exaetly one component

mapping isomorphically to B~9) if i :5 r + 1, or no component over B~9) if i ?: r + 2.
In particular, this construction will stop! If r is the maximum among the order

of the flexes of C, let V = Vr+2 , C= c,.+~, and let 1T be the composition of the
r + 2 blow-up maps; then we have shown

THEOREM II. c: V -+ pN is a regular map, and the diagram

PGL(3) c

11

--c
V _pN

PGL(3) C ps __ : _> pN

commutes.

which was our objeetive.

§3. THE DEGREE OF THE ORBIT CLOSURE

In this seetion we employ the blow-up construetion of §2 to compute the degree
- N 01("+3)

of the orbit closure Oe of a smooth plane curve CE P =p--y- with at most
finitely many automorphisms (if d = 3, we should spccify linduced from PGL(3)'.
This will be understood in the following). The degree will depend on just six
natural numbera: the order of the group of automorphisms of C, the degree d of
C, and four numbers encoding information about the number and order of the
ßexcs of C. In fact, the blow-up construction of §2 yields most naturally the
lpredegree' of Oe, i.e. the product deg Oe . Oe of thc degree of Oe by the order
Oe of the group of automorphisms of C: this number depends only on d and on
the flexes of C. Also, observe that for the general C of degrec 2:: 4, the predegree

.of Oe equals the degree of the orbit closure.

Let V be the variety obtained in Theorem 11: i.e., a smooth projective variety
filling a commutative diagram

PGL(3)

11

PGL(3)

-c pNC V -
~l

11

pa c pNC - - - ->

where, for a E ps a 3 x 3 matrix, c(a) is the translate of the curve C by a
as defined in §2; and 7T is the sequence of blow-ups of §2. For any p E p2, we
have a lpoint-condition in V', i.e. the proper transform of the hypersurface of pS
determined by aIlI{) E ps such that I{)(p) C C.
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DEFINITION. The 'predegree' of Oe is the 8-fold self-intersection ps of the dass
P of a point-condition in V.

LEMMA 3.1. The predegree of Oe equals the product of the degree of the orbit
dosure of C by the order of the group of automorphisms of C induced from
PGL(3).

PROOF: The map c is defined by the linear system generated by the point
eonditions on V, so P is the puH-back of the hyperplane dass from pN. Therefore
pB computcs the puH-back of the intersection of c(V) = Oe with 8 hyperplanea
of pN: i.e., the produet of deg(Oe) by the degree of the map C. This latter equals
Oe since, given a general c(a) E Oe (0' E PB), the fiber of c(a) consists of aH
products <po', where r.p fixes C. I

Our aim here is to compute the predegree of Oe, by using the construction of
V described in §2. We first colleet most of the information we need from §2.

-The smooth projective variety V is obtained by a sequence of blow-ups at
sffiooth centers over pS.

-The center of the first blow-up is the three-dimensional B = p2 xC, embedded
in pB by Segre.

-Let VI be the blow-up of pB along B, EI the exceptional divisor. The center
of the Becond blow-up is a four-dimensional pl-bundle Blover B, a subbundle
of P(NBPB) = EI. Over each 0' = (k, q) E p2 X C, the fiber of BI is pi =
P(TaQa/TcrB), where Qcr is the pS of matrices <p E pB whosc image ia contained
in the line tangent to C at q.

-Let V2 be the blow-up of VI along BI, E 2 the exceptional divisor. The center
of the third blow-up ia the three-dimensional union B2 of disjoint components
B~q), one for each Rex q of C. Each B~q) maps isomorphically to the restriction

of BI to p2 X q, and is disjoint from the proper transform EI of EI.
-Let Va be the blow-up of V2 along B21 Ea the exceptional divisor. The center

of the fourth blow-up is the four-dimensional union Ba of disjoint components
B~q), one for each Rex q of C of order 2:: 2. Each B~q) is a pl-bundle over the

corresponding B~q), a Bubbundle of Ea; in the fiber of Ea over q, a p4, the fiber of
Ba is a pi spanned by points corresponding to a direction transversal to E 2 and
a direction lying in E2 , transversal to the fiber of E2 •

-For i ::: 4, let Vi be the blow-up of \.'.-1 along Bi-I, Ei the exceptional
divisor. The center of the (i + l)-st blow-up is the four-dimensional union Bi of

disjoint components Bfq), one for each flex q of C of order::: i - 1. Each Bfq)

maps isomorphically to the corresponding Bf~I' and is disjoint from the proper

transform Ei-I of Ei-I.

-V = Vr+2 , where r is the maximum order of a flex of C.

Our tool will be a formula relating interscction degrees under blow-ups, from
[Aluffil]. In the form we will UBe, this can be stated as folIows:

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let B ~ V be non-singular projectivt;.. varieties, and let X C
V be a codimension-l subvariety, smooth along B. Let V be the blow-up of V
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along B, and let }( be the proper trans{orm oE X. Then

where Iv' etc. denote the degree of a dass in V, etc., cf. [Fulton], Def. 1.4.
Note: we will omit the I sign and the dass [.] brackets when this doesn't create
ambigui ties.

PROOF: This follows from [Aluffil], §2, Theorem 11 and Lemma (2), (3). I

We will compute the predegree of Os (i.e. ps) by applying Proposition 3.2 to
each blow-up in the sequence giving V: the missing ingredients to be obtained
at this point are the Chern dasses of the normal bundles of the centers of the
blow-ups, and calculations in their intersection rings.

In the following, P, Pi, j5 will denote resp. (the dass of) point-conditions in
V, \1;, V. The embedd ing of Bj in \'i is denoted ij, and Pj i: will be used for t he
map Bj -+ Bi: (Pj will be Pjj-l for sbort). As a general convention, we will omit
puH-back notations unless we fear ambiguity.

§3.1. The first blow-up. The center of the first blow-up is the variety B =
p2 X Cj the embedding i : B <.....t ps is given by composition with thc Segre
embedding:

B =p2 X C C p2 X p2 -+ ps .

eaB h, k resp. the hyperplane dass in p2, p2. Our convention on puH-backs allows
us to write k, h for the puB-backs of k, h from the fadors to p2 x p2, and to
B C p2 X p2. Also, since the Segre embedding is linear on each ractor, the
hyperplane dass of ps pulls-back to k + h on B.

LEMMA 3.3. IfC has degree d:
(i) In B: k3 =0, k 2 h = d, kh 2 = 0, h3 = 0

( ") ( PB) _ (1 + k + h)9(1 + dh)
1I CNB - (I+k)3(1+h)3

(iii) pB =dB; and P pulls-back to dk + dh.

PROOF: (i) ia immediate.
(ii) c(NBpa) = c(NB P2 x P2)c(Np:;txp"pa) by the Whitney formula and the

exact sequence of normal bundles. Now, since B = p2 X C, c(NB P2 X P2) =
c(Ne P2) =1 + dh. The formula for c(N~:;txp:;tpB) is standard.

(iii) Recall from §2 that if p E p2, P is the point-condition corresponding to
p, aod F(xo : Xl : X2) is the (degree-d) polynomial defining C, then 0' E P <=>
F (a (p» =0: so P is defined by a degree-d equation in pa. •

\Ve have already observed that the point-conditions are non-singular (Lemma
2.1 (ii)), so we are ready for the key computation needed to apply Proposition 3.2
to the first blow-up:

LEMMA 3.4. L(:(;~;::r = d(lOd - 9)(14d
2

- 33d + 21)
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PROOF: By Lemma 3.3, this is

r (1 + dk + dh)s(1 + k)3(1 + h)3

J~,)(C (1 + k + h)9(1 + dh)

the statement follows by computing the coefficient of k2h (the only term with
non-zero degree, by Lemma 3.3(i)). I

§3.2. The second blow-up. The center of the second blow-up is a pl-bundle
BIover B

i
B ---+ pN

so dasses on BI are combinations of (the puB-backs of) k,h and Cl(OB 1 (-1));
we caB this latter e, and observe it is the pull-back from VI of the dass of the
exceptional divisor EI.

LEMMA 3.5.
o i =0

-1 i =1

(i) Pl. ei = -3k + 2dh - 6h i =2

-6k2 + 9dkh - 27kh i =3

24dk'lh - 72k 2h i =4

(ii) C(NB t VI) =(1 + e)(1 + k + dh - e)3

(iii) iiPI = dk + dh - e

PROOF: (iii) ia immediate, as P is non-singular and puBs-back on B to dk + dh
(Lemma 3.3 (iii)).

For (i) and (ii) we need to produce BI C EI more explicitly as the projectiviza
tion of a rank-2 subbundle of N 8 P8 .

First define for any pE p2 a rank-8 subbundle Hp of the trivial bundle B x C9

over B: if F ia a polynomial defining C, and (k,q) E B, A E C 9 =Hom(C3 ,C3
),

say

2 (&F)((k I q), A) E Hp {::::? t; &Xj q A(p)i = 0

where A(p)i is the i-th coordinate of A(p). So the fiber of Hp over q is the
hyperplane of matrices A E C 9 such that A(p) E line tangent to C at q. Notice
that the above equation has degree d - 1 in the coordinates of q: thus (denoting
by C9 the trivial bundle B X C9 , for short)

Cl (~:) = (d - l)h .

Now restrict the Euler sequence for pB to B via B ~ pS: Hp C C9 determines
a Bubbundle 1tp of i·TPB and we have the following diagram of bundlcs over B
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(suppressing pull-back as usual)

0 0

1 1
0- 0 -- Hp 00p.(I)

I1 1
0 -0 ----+ C9 @ Op.(l)

o

1
-- 1lp ----+ 0

1
TPs -0

1
0-- --0

from which it follows

o o

Also, observe that each 1lp contains TB.
Now let PI , 1>2, Pa be non-coll inear poi nts. A matrix: has image contai ned in a line

if and only if it sends three non-collinear points to that line, thus the intersection
H pl n Hp'J n HP3 is the rank-6 bundle over B = p2 X C whose fiber over (k, q) E B
consists of all matrices whose image is contained in the line tangent to C at q.
This is the space we used to define BI: if we set Q =1iPl n1ip 'J n1ip3 , then

Finally, the Euler sequences for EI and BI give the diagram

0 0 0

1 1 1
0 -0

Q
-- TBI IB --0-- TB @Ool(l)

11 1 1
0 --0 -- Nn p8 @ (JB I (1) ----+ TEIIB ----+ 0

1 1 1
ypB

0 ----+ Q @OB 1 (1) ==== No1 E 1 ----+ 0

1 1
0 0
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by Whitney's formula

by (Fulton] , Proposition 3.1 (a)

(here TB11 B , TEd B denote the relative tangent bundles of BI, EI over B) from
which

c(NB, Eil :, c (T~8 0 OB, (1») =(1 + k + dh - c)"

From this discussion, it's easy to obtain (i) and (ii):

.. ( Q )-1
(i) PI. ~(-l)'e' =c TB

I

= c (~8) C(NBP8)-1

(1 + k + dh)3(1 + k)3(1 + h)3
= (1 + k + h)9(1 + dh) by the above and Lemma 3.3 (ii)

= 1- 3k + 2dh - 6h + 6k2
- 9dkh + 27kh + 24dk'Jh - 72k2h .

(ii) c(NBt Vd =C(NEt Vt}c(NBt Ed =(1 + e)(1 + k + dh - e)3 . I
Lemma 3.5 allows UB to compute thc term needed to apply Proposition 3.2 to

the second blow-up:

LEMMA 3.6.

PROOF: This is
[ (l+dk+dh-e)8

Jß t (1+e)(l+k+dh-e)3

by Lemma 3.5 (ii) and (iii). Since the degree docsn't change after push-forwards,
this is also

[ (1+dk+dh-e)8

JB PI. (1 + e)(l + k + dh - c)3

Computing the degree-4 term in the expansion ofthe fraction and applying Lemma
3.5 (i) and the projection formula, this is computed as a sum of degree-3 terms in
k, h over B. Lemma 3.3 (i) is used then to obtain the stated expression. I

§3.3. The third blow-up. At this point we have to start taking flexes into
account. For any q E C, let fl(q) be the order of q as a fiex of C, in the sense of
§2.2: so /l(q) =0 if q is not a ilex of C, fl(q) = 1 if q is a simple flex of C, and
80 on.

The center B 2 Ä V2 of the third blow-up is the disjoint union

B - U B(q)
2 - 2'

/l(q»O

where each B~q) maps isomorphically to the restrietion B~q) of the pl-bundle BI
to p2 X {q} C B. Moreover, B2 n EI = 0 (Lemma 2.4). As h restricts ta 0 on

each p2 X {q}, the intersection ring of B~q) is generated by k, e (def1ned as in

§3.2). Also, we denote by e' the puH-back of E2 to B~q), and by P20 the map
B~q) -. p2 X {q} ~ p2.
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LEMMA 3.7.
(i) e' = e

1
0 i = 0

. -1 i =1
(ii) P20.

el = -3k i =2

-61:2 i =3
(iii) c(NB(q) V2 ) =(1 + e)(l + k - 2e)3

:l

(iv) i;P2 =dk - 2e

PROOF: (ii) follows from Lemma 3.5 (i), since the restrietion of h to B~q) is O.

The key observation for the other points is that B~q) n EI = 0. Realize

B~q) C P(NBt VI) as P(.C) , where C· is a sub-line bundle of NB
l

VI. EI n E 2 is
the exceptional divisor of the blow-up of EI along BI, i.e. the projeetivization of
NBI EI in NBI VI· That P(.c) and P(NBI EI) are disjoint says that J:, n NB) EI is
thc zero-seetion of N BI VI, and thcrefore

.c r:::.t NB l VI - N \f. as bundles on B(Iq).- N E - EI 1
BI 1

(i) With the same notations, C is tautologically the universal line bundle over

P(C); it must then equal the restrietion to B~9) of the universal line bundle
oE:l (-1) ~ NE:l V2 • In other words

C ~ NE:l VJ aa bundles on B~q).

Since the projeetion from B~q) to ß~q) is an isomorphism, it follows that

e =cI(NE I VI) =CI(.C) =CI (NE:l Vz) =e'

(iii) CaB E~9) the restrietion of Ez = P(NBI VI) to B~9). We have Euler se

quences

o ---+ 0 ---+ .c~O(l) ---+ TB~q)IB~q) ---+ 0

1 1 1
o ---+ 0 ---+ NB1 VI 00(1) ---+ TE~q)IB~q) ---+ 0

and we just argued .c ~ O( -1): so

c(NB~') e;'») =c (NBe V
j

@ l) (restricted to B~'»)

(1 +e - e')(1 + k - e - e')3
=-'--------'---'---------'--

(1 + e' - e')

=(1 + k - 2e)3 by (i);

next, since NB(q) BI is clearly trivial, we have c(NE(q) Ez) =1; so putting NB(q) V2
1 :l :l

together:

c(NB(') V2) =c(NE:l V2)c(NE('l) E2)c(NB(') E~q» =(1 + e)(l + k - 2e)3 ,
:l :l:l

as claimed.
(iv) Since Pt is non-singular along BI, P2 restriets to dk - e - e' = dk - 2e by

(i). I
We are ready for the term needed to apply Proposition 3.2 to the third blow-up:
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LEMMA 3.8.

L (196d2
- 960d + 1125)

Jl(q»O

PROOF: By Lemma 3.7 (iii) and (iv), this is

"f (l+dk-2e)8 " 1. (l+dk-2e)8
L.J JB(") (I + e)(1 + k - 2e)3 = L.J p1 P20. (I + e)(1 + k - 2e)3

Jl(q»O 1 Jl(q»O

(pushing forward doesn 't change degrees) and one conc1udes with the projection
formula and Lemma 3.7 (ii). I

§3.4. Further blow-ups. Further blow-ups are necessary if there are points q
on C with fl(q) > 1. We first attack the initial step.

The center B3 ~ V3 of the fourth blow-up is the union

B3 = U B~q)

Jl(q» I

where each B~q) is a pl-bundle over B~q). The intersection ring of B~q) ia generated

by (the puH-back of) the c1asses k, e of B~9), and by the elass of the universal
line bundle, i.e. the puH back J of E3 from V3 . Denote by P3 the projection

B (q) --fo n(q)
3 :;I .

LEMMA 3.9.
o i =0

-1 i =1

(i) P3.Ji = -e i = 2
_e2 i = 3

_e3 i = 4

(ii) c(NB(q) V3 ) =(1 + f)(1 + k - 2e - f)3
:'l

(iii) ij P3 =dk - 2e - f

PROOF: (iii) is elear, as P:;I is non-singular along B~9).

For the other items, we have to produce B~9) C E~q) = P(NB(q) V2 ) explicitly
1

as the projectivization of a rank-2 su bbundle of N B(q) V2 • Recall that each fiber
1

of B~9) is spanned by two points corresponding respectively to (1) a direction
transversal to E2 , and (2) a direction in E2 , transversal to the fiber of E 2 . Since

these tWQ points are always distinct, B19) = P(C I ffi C2 ), where P CI, PC2 give the
two distinguished points on each fiber. Now, CI n NB(q) E2 is the zero-scction in

1

NB(q) V2 (the first direction is transversal to E2 ); so, with C as in the proof of 3.7,
1
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Similarly, sillce the Becond direetion is transversal to the fiber of E 21 whose normal
bundle in E2 is trivial, [,2 ~ 0; aod therefore we have

(i) As in the proof of 3.5 (i),

Pa. L(-1)ir = c(.C EB 0)-1 ='L:)-l)iei
i i

and (i) follows by matching dimensions.

(ii) Another pair of Euler sequences: on B~q)

o-- 0 - (.C$0)00(1) - TB1q)IB~q) -- 0

111
0--0 -----+ NB ('l)V2 00(1) -- TE~q)IB~q) -- 0

2

Since Cl (O( 1)) = -fand E3 is the disjoint union of the E~q):

(the ehern roots of NB(') V2 are e, k - 2e, k - 2e, k - 2e, 0 by Lemma 3.7 (iii)).
2

Finally:

as stated.•

Lemma 3.9 describes the situation at the fourth blow-up. The next blow-ups
j.

are built on this in the sequence described in §2.4: the center Bj ~ Vi of the
(j + 1)-st blow-up (j ~ 3) is the union

Bj = U Bjq)

/l(q»j-2

where each Bl f ) maps isomorphically down to B~q), and is disjoint from Ei - 1

(Lemma 2.11). The interseetion ring of each B?) ~ B~q) is then generated by

k, e, f, and the relations stated in Lemma 3.9 (i) hold, for the projeetion Pj2 :

n?) --+ B~q). Denote hy fj the puB-back of Ej ' ta Bjq); Lemma 3.9 can bc
extended to aB stages in the sequence:
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LEMMA 3.9 (CONTINUED). For 3:5 j :s li(q) + 1
(i)j Ij =1
(ii)j c(NB(~)Vj) = (1 + 1)(1 + k - 2e - (j - 2)/)3

J

(iii)j iiPj = dk - 2e - (j - 2)1

PROOF: For j = 3 this is given by Lemma 3.9. So it suffices to show that,
for 3 :5 j :5 Il(q), (i)j, (ii)j, (iii)j imply (i)j+1, (ii)j +1, (iii)j +1. Consider then

B;~1 = P(Lj+d C P(NB~'I) Vj). So Ij+l is the dass of ()B~'I) (-1), i.e. of Lj+l'
J J+l

Since Bj~1 n Ej =0 (Lemma 2.11 (iv)), we get by the usual argument

and /i = 1 by (i)j; 80 /i+l = I, giving (i)j+l'
(iii)j +1 follows then from (iii)j and (i)j +1, since Pj is non-singular along B j .

Finally, we use the Euler sequences

o -----+ 0 --+ Lj+l @ 0(1) --+ TB;~IIB;q) --+ 0

1 1 1
o --+ () -----+ NB('I) \'i 00(1) --+ TEj~IIB?) ---+ 0

J

to get (since Ej+l is the disjoint union of the Ej~l)

by (ii)j

80

Le. (ii)j+l' I
We get then the key term to apply Proposition 3.2 to the j-th blow up in the

sequence. In fact, we can cover Lemma 3.8 as weIl in one statement:

LEMMA 3.10. For j ~ 2

1 (Bj + ii Pj)8 '" 4 3
Li 30j - 96(d - l)j

Bj c(NBj Vi) Jl(q»j-2

+ 12(d - 1)(7d - 11)j2 + 84(d -lfj - 7(2d - 3)(22d - 39).
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PROOF: Für j = 2, this is Lemma 3.8. Für j 2: 3, by Lemma 3.9 this is

'" r (1+dk-2e-(j-2)f)S
LJ. JB~'l) (1 + /)(1 + k - 2e - (j - 2)f)3

/l(q»J-'J J

If Pj'J denotes the projection Bl
q

) -- B~q), (and P20 is the map B~q) __ p2 X {q} ~
p2, as in §3.3)1 this can be computed as

'" 1. (1 +dk - 2e - (j - 2)/)8
LJ. p2 P20.Pj2. (1 + 1)(1 + k - 2e - (j - 2)/)3

/l(q»J-2

which is evaluated by using the projection formula , 3.9 (i) and 3.7 (ii).2 I

§3.5. Thc degree of Oeo Computing the predegree of Oe is now a straightfor
ward appl ication of Proposi tion 3.2 and Lemmas 304, 3.6 and 3.10: by Proposi tion
3.2

(where Bo = BI etc.), and the terms in the summation have been computcd in
sections 3.1-3.4. This gives

PROPOSITON 3.11. The predegree oE Oe is

rJS - d(10d - 9)(14d2
- 33d + 21) - d(2d - 3)(322d2

- 1257d + 1233)

- L: L: 30j4 - 96(d - l)j3 + 12(d - 1)(7d - 1l)j2
j~'J qEe

/l(q»j-2

+ 84(d - 1)2j -7(2d - 3)(22d - 39)

This result can be given in handier forms. For example:

·The reMOn why thi!l worb for j = 2 NIl .....eU is that

(I+dk-2e)8' (I+dk-2e)8 '" i i
P3. (1 +J)(I + k _ 2e)3 = (1 +k _ 2e)3 Pa. ~(-1) J,

expanding 1/{1 + J) and applyin~ the projection fonnula

(1 + dk - 2e)8 L:( )i i
=:: -1 e

(1 + k - 2e)3
i

_ {1+dk-2e)8

- (1 +e)(1 + k - 2e)3

as needed (or Lenuna 3.8.
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THEOREM III(A). The predegree alOe is

d(d - 2)(~ + 2cJU + 4tr + 8J3 - 1356d2 + 5280d - 5319) - E /l(q)(fl(q) - 1)
qEC

(6fl(q)3 + (75 - 24d)fl(q)2 + (28d2 - 240d + 393)fl(q) + 196d2
- 960d + 1125)

PROOF: Invert the order of summations in Proposition 3.11, then use the fact that
LqEC fl(q) =3d(d - 2) (the number of flexes of C, counted with multiplicity). I

Or, in another form:

THEOREM 111(8). Denote by fg) the sum LqEC fl(qY. Then the predcgree oE
Oc is

cf' - 8d(98J3 - 492d2+ 843d - 486) - (168d2 - 720d + 732)fc2)

- (28d2 - 216d + 318)fg) - (69 - 24d)1c4
) - 6~5)

By Theorem ]II(B), if C is smooth then the predegree of Oe depends only on

the degree d of C and on the four numbers fg), fg), fg) and fb5
) .

Ir C only has simple fiexes, then /f(q) =Oor 1 for aU q E C, so Theorem III(A)
gives

COROLLARY. If aH flexes of C are simple, then the predegree of Oc is

d(d - 2)(tfi + 2d5 + 4tr + 8J3 - 1356d2+ 5280d - 5319)

= cf' - 1372~ + 7992d3 - 15879d2+ 10638d

Denoting this polynomial in d by P(d), we remark that it gives the degree of
the orbit closure of the general smooth plane curve of degrce d ;::: 4 (indeed, such
a curve C has DO non-trivial automorphisffis, 80 by Lemma 3.1 the degree of Oe
equals the predegree).

REMARK. Denoting by /k(d) the (negative) contribution to the predegrce aris
ing from a flex of order k on a curve of degree d, we have, as an immediate
consequence of Theorem lII(A):

fk(d) = -k(k-1)«28k+196)d2-(24k2+240k+960)d+(6k3 +75k2+393k+1125)).

One checks that /,,(d) < 0 for aH d ;::: k + 2 ;::: 4. This says that the predegree is
maximal for a curve with only simple flcxes. Here are .two examples:

-Gall 'hyperflex' a flex of order 2. If C has n hyperflexes, and all other fiexes
of C are simple, then the predegree of Oe is

P(d) + n . b,(d) =d(d - 2)(d6 + 2d5 +4~ + 8d3
- 1356d2 + 5280d - 5319)

- 6n(84d2 - 512d + 753) .

At the other end of the spectrum, suppose aH flexes have maximal order:
-If aB flexes of C have order d - 2, then the predegree of Oc is

P(d) + 3d· fd-2(d) = d2(d - 2)(d5 + 2~ - 26d3 -7d2+ 192d - 192)
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Since the Fermat curves are examples, it ia from this result that we get the degrce
of the trisecant variety to the d-uple Veronese embedding of p2, as mentioncd in
the introduction.

Before giving 80me more examples, we remind the reader that the degree of the
orbit closure will be computed from the predegree by dividing it by the order of
the group of automorphisms of C induced from PGL(3}, by Lemma 3.1.

EXAMPLES. First we list, for some small values of d, the numbers (and their
factorizations) we get from the corollary to Theorem BI:

d P(d) P(d) faetored

3 216 23 .33

4 14280 23 . 3 . 5 . 7 . 17

5 188340 22 • 3 . 5 . 43 . 73

6 1119960 23
. 33

. 5 . 17 ·61

7 4508280 23 .32 ·5 . 7 . 1789

8 14318256 24 .3.317.941

9 38680740 22 .36 ·5 ·7 ·379
10 92790480 24 ·3 ·5 ·59·6553

So for d = 3 we get 216 for the predegree of the orbit of any smooth plane cubic
curve. This gives the well-known numbers 12, resp. 6, resp. 4 for the degree of the
orbit closure of a smooth plane cubic with j 1= 0,1728, resp. j = 1728, resp. j = O.
E.g., the group of projective automorphisms of a general cubic consists of 18
elements: the 9 translations over points of order 3 and the 9 reflections in a flex
of the curve. For cubics with j =1728, resp. j =0, the projeetive automorphism
group is twice, resp. thrice, as large.

For d = 4 we get 14280 for the predegree of the orbit of a smooth plane quartic
with only simple flexes. An example of such a curve is the Klein curve x 3 y +1?z +
Z3 x ; it has 168 automorphisms, so the degree of its orbit closure is 14280/168 =85.

If a smooth quartic has n hyperflexes, the predegree of its orbit equals 14280
294n. E.g., the degree of the orbit closure of the Fermat quartic ia 112, as there
are 96 automorphisms. As an other example, consider the curve x4 + xIl + yz3.

It has 1 hyperftex and 9 automorph iSffiS , 80 the degree of its orbit closure is
(14280 - 294)/9 = 1554.

Finally, one more example for aB d ~ 5: the curve x d- 1y + yd-l Z + zd-l x.
It has three (d - l}-flexesj the remaining 3(d2

- 3d + 3) ftexes are simple, form
one orbit for the action of the automorphism group and have trivial stabilizer.
(The automorphism group ia the semidirect product of the diagonal matrices with
entries (1, (, (2-d), where ( ia a (d2 - 3d + 3)-rd root of uni ty, and the even
permutations of the coordinates.) So the degree of the orbit closure ia

The conclusion to draw from these examples (more precisely, from Lemma 3.1)
ia that the existence of a curve with (many) automorphisms creates a congruence
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eondition to be satisfied by thc formula for the predegree of its orbit. An amusing
example: if the number of automorphisms of a smooth quartic is divisible by 32,
thc quartie neeessarily haB 12 hyperflexes-the Fermat quartie is the onIy such
curve. In fact, in [Vermeulen] there is a eomplete list of the automorphism
groups that oecur for a quartic with a given number of hyperflexes-the reader
may be assured that the numbers 14280 and 294 satisfy aH implied congruences.

In the other direction, our formulas ereate necessary eonditions for the exis
tence of automorphisms of smooth plane curves. We give one example: from the
coroBary to Theorem 111 (compare tbe list above) one eondudes that a smooth
plane eurve of degree d == 3 (mod 5) with only simple fiexes cannot have an auto
morphism of order 5. However, it is not hard to prove this result in a more direct
way.

§4. BOUNDARIES OF ORBITS AND FAMILIES OF ORBITS

§4.1. Boundaries of orbits. In this subsection we will study the 'boundaries'
of the PGL(3)-orbits of nonsingular plane eurves of degree d ;::: 3. I.e., for C such
a curve, we analyse the locus Oe - Oe. This loeus is the disjoint union of orbits of
(very) singular eurves; our purpose is to write down which types of curves occur,
depending on C.

Consider the rational map c : pS - - -> pN. For 0' E PG L(3), the image c(O') is
just the translation of C by 0', an element of the orbit Oe.

The base locus of the map c is supported on the set {O' E pS : im 0' Ce}.
Since C does not contain a line, these 0' necessarily have rank 1, and their image
is a point on C.

Now let 0' have rank 2. By the above, the image c(O') is defined, and is an
element of the boundary. It is the curve corrcsponding to the form Co 0', which
is the composition

As far as egoes, only the restriction of C to the image of 0' is important; in pro
jeetive terms, this is a d-tuple of points on the line ima (namelYI the intersection
of that line with the curve C). To get the curve eorresponding to Co 0', we have
to 'pull-back' this d-tuple along 0'; we get a d-tuple of lines, aI! passing through
the point ker 0'. Note that the two d-tuples are isomorphie: giving a rank-2 matrix
is equivalent to giving a point in the wurce p2 (its kernel) , a line in the target
p2 (its image), and an element of PGL(2) identifying the pt of lines through the
kernel with the image pI.

Using the above description of rank-2 matriees, it follows that the 5-dimensional
loeus of rank-2 matrices with given image line has as its image under ca generally
5-dimensional orbit of curves that are a d-tuple of lines through one point. Here
only thc isomorphism dass of the d-tuple is fixed; namely, it is tlmt of the d-tuple
of points of C on the image line. (Ir the d-tuple eontains at least 3 distinct points,
the orbit is 5-dimensional; if it is supported on 2 distinct points, the orbit is
4-dimensional; if all d points are equal, the orbit is 2-dimensional.)

Therefore, to find the image under C of aH of the locus of rank-2 matrices, we
have to study the natural rational map from the g~ on C (the 2-dimensionallinear
system of (collinear) d-tuples of points of e eorresponding to the dual P2) to the
'moduli spaee of d-tuples ' (of points on a line). Namcly, it is quite possible that
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distinet lines give isomorphie d-tuples. E.g., for d = 3 all 3-tuples of distinet points
are isomorphic, and the image under any (nonsingular) C of the 7-dimensional
locus of rank-2 matriees is the (closed) 5-dimensionalloeus of eurves consisting of
3 lines through a point. (The image is closed because a eubic eurve has ftexes as
weil aB points of ordinary tangeney.)

As for d = 4, the moduli space of 4-tuples of points on pt ia the j-line.

LEMMA 4.1. Let C be a smooth quartic curve. The rational map j: g3 (C) > pt
is dominant.

PROOF: The j-invariant of a 4-tuple of points is undefined exactly when at least
three of the four points eoineide. Thercfore the base loeus of the map j eonsists
of finitely many points, eorresponding to the ftex lines of C. We have ta exclude
the passibility that the image of the irredueible open set where j ia defined, is a
point. This is easy: there are ordinary tangent lines as weil as lines whieh are not
tangent lines. I

For d :::: 5 the moduli apaee of d-tuples of points on pt is the quotient (in the
sense of geometrie invariant theory) (Pd),,/PGL(2). Here pd is the projective
spaee of d-tuples, and (pd)" stands for the locus of semistable d-tuples. Note
(see [Mumford, p. 45)) that a d-tuple is stable (resp. scmistable) if and only if
all multiplicities are< d/2 (resp. :5 d/2). The geometrie quotient (Pd),,/PGL(2)
ia a projeetive variety which we denote with Md'

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let C be a smooth plane curve of degree d:::: 5. The natural
rational map Je: g~(C) - - -> Md is generically finite.

PROOF: \Ve first observe that for many (possibly singular) curves, the result is
easy to prove. Assurne C to be a reduced plane curve of degree d :::: 5. Assume
moreover that the dual curve exists (i.e., the closure of the locus of tangent lines
at smooth points is a curve-thia happens exactly if C ia not a union of lines)
and that there ia at least one special tangent line giving a semistabJe d-tuple.
Then the result folIows. Indeed, a general point of the dual curve gives a d-tuple
with one point of multiplicity two and otherwise simple points, whereas a special
tangent line produces a d-tuple with at least one multiplicity :::: 3 or at least two
multiplicities :::: 2. Since we required that one special tangent tuple be scmistable,
whereas the general tangent tuple is stable (here we use that d :::: 5), the image
of the dual curve is a curve. But the general line in p1 produces a d-tuple with
d points of multiplicity one: a point not on said curve. So the (closure of thc)
image contains a c10sed curve and a point not on that curve. Since the image ia
irreducible, it ia 2-dimensional. So the map Je ia indeed generically finite.

To finish the proof of the proposition, we sketch an argument that on a smooth
plane curve there always exists a semistable special tangent line. We count flexcs
and bitangents, with multiplicities. An unstable tangent line has one multiplicity
:::: ~ I so counts for at least d;3 flexes. On the other hand, it counts for at most

(d;2) bitangents, as this ia the number of bitangents 'disappearing' in a d-ftex. So
the number of disappearing bitangents is at most d - 2 times the number of disap
pearing ftexes, for any unstable tangent line. Now the total number of bitangents
is d';9 times the total number of flexcs (both numbers with multiplicil,ies). Since

d
2

- 9 . d 2-6-> -
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for d ~ 6, it follows that for these values of d not aH speeial tangent lines can
give unstable d-tuples. For d = 5 it suflices to remark that the estimate d - 2
above can be improved: an uostable special tangent line counts for at most twice
as many bitangents as flexes in this case (cf. the 5-tuples ofthe form (3,2». Since
there are 45 flexes and 120 bitangents (counted wi th multi plici ties), there exist at
least 30 ordinary bitangents. I

REMARK 4.3. If Je is amorphism, i.e., at each point the intersection multi
plicity of the eurve and the tangent line is ::; d/2 (so that d ~ 6), then it is a
finite morphism. (An infinite fibre other than the dual curve intersects the dual
curve, contradiction; and the dual eurve is not a fibre since there are non-ordinary
tangent lines. )

So far for the images of rank-2 matrices. If 0' is a rank-1 matrix with image a
point not on C, one checks that the curve C 00' is a d-fold linej the line is the
kernel of 0'.

As said before, the remaining matrices-those of rank 1 with image a point
on C-are in the base locus of the map c. To find the remaining points in the
boundary Oe - Oe, one ean proceed in several ways.

One way would be to follow closely the process of resolving the map c, as it is
done in §2. There the map ia resolved by a sequence of blow-ups; the center of each
blow-up is the support of the base loeus of the induced map. If one determines
at each stage the image under the induced map of the exceptional divisor (minus
the new base locus), one finds step-by-step all points in the boundary of the
orbit of C. Here we will follow another method. We want to UBe the set-up of
[Keolpf, proof of Theorem (1.4)]. In order to be able to do so, we need a slight
change of perspective: we will study (the orbits of) the action of G = GL(3) on

(d+2)
C N + 1 =C :z . Thisjust amounts to considering the affine cones over the orbits
instead of the orbita themselves.

So consider the smooth plane curve C of degree d as an element of C N +1 .

According to (Ioe.eit.), in order to find aH points in the closure of the G-orbit of
C, we have to determine the limi ts li mt_O C .p(t) that exist, where p: C((t» -- G
is a rational map. Hy the Cartan-Iwahori decomposition (Ioe.eit.j cf. the footnote
on p. 53 of [Mumford-FogftrtyJ) one has p = h t .,.\ . h:z, where h t , h2 E G(C[[t]J)
and ,\ is a one-parameter subgroup (I-PS) of G (see also [Mumford, pp. 42-43]).
So it suffices to determine the limits

lim C· h t .,\
t-O

that exist. Note that we are interested only in the orbits that occur in the bound
ary, 80 we ignore the effect of h2 (a translation by h2(0». For the same reasen we
may and will assume that h1(0) is the identity matrix.

Now we choose coordinates 80 that ,\ is diagonal:

with a ::; b ::; eintegers.
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LEMMA 4.4. Let

be an element ofG(C[[tJ]) with h l (0) =13 . Then h l can be written as a product
hl = h· j with

h = (; !DE G(C[t]) (1),

satisfying

(1) h(O) = j(O) =13 ;

(2) deg(q) < b - G, deg(r) < c - a, deg(s) < c - b;
(3) d'J == 0 (mod tb-al, d3 == 0 (mod te-al, e3 == 0 (mod te- b).

(Here we deHne the degree of the zero polynomiaJ to be -00.)

PROOF: Obviously VI =Ul, el =bl and ft =Cl. Use division with remainder to
write

-1 D t b- a
VI a'J = 2 + q

with deg(q) < b-o, and let d2 =vl D2 t b- a (so that qVl +d2 =02)' This defines q
and d2 , and uniquely determines V2 and h. (Note that q(O) =d2 (0) = 12(0) =0
and that V2(0) = 1.)

Similarly, we let r be the remainder of

under division by t e - a ; and 8 be the remainder of

under division by t e- b•

Then deg(r) < C - 0, deg(s) < C - band r(O) = 8(0) = 0; moreover, we have

so we take d3 = 03 - VI r - d2s, e3 = b3 - el r - V2S. This defines r, s, d3 and e3,
and uniquely determines V3. I

It suffices therefore to consider the limits

lim C· h·'\
t ..... O

with h as in the lemma. The reasen is that by (3) above we have j . ,\ = ,\ .k
for a k E G(C[[t]]), and the effect of k can be ignored (note that k(O) is a lower
triangular matrix with 1's on the diagonal).
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TB EO REM IV(1). Let C be a smootlJ plane cIIrve of degree d ;::: 3. TlJe bOlln d
ary components of the PGL(3)-orbit Oe of C in pN are a11 7-dimensiona/. The
fo11owing hold:

(1) For 3 :5 k :5 d, the closure of the orbit of the curve xd-J:!I + xd- 1z is a
boundary component if and only if C has a k-flex.

(2) For d ;::: 5 there is exactly one ather component, the closurc of the images
af the rank-2 matrices. For d =3 or 4 there are na ather components.

REMARK 4.5. Suppose that C has a k-flex in (1 : 0 : 0) along z =O. We may
assume that the coefficients of x d-"11 and of x d - 1z are both 1. Then the curve
xd-J:if + xd- 1z is equal to the limit lirIlt_o C . A where A ia the I-PS

o )o .
tdJ:-i:

In other words, the boundary components of type (1) are orbit c10sures of I-PS
limits of C. A direct proof of this statement, perhaps also for certain singular
C, would be very welcome. (Note: it is not true that aH curves in the boundary
of an orbit are I-PS limits of (translates of) C. For the general C of degree
d ;::: 6, the curve (x 2 + y2)xd- 2 may serve as an example. Moreover, recently we
have found examples of (rather special) singular curves whose orbit closure has a
(7-dimensional) boundary component that is not contained in the Zariski c10sure
of the set of I-PS limits of (translates of) C. The only reference we have been
able to find that touches upon quest ions of this kind is [Kraft, 111.2.3 Bemerkung
1, p. 178].)

PROOF OF THE THEOREM: We have to determine all limits

limC·h·A
t-O

that exist, with hand A as before.
We start with the following observation. Suppose that limt_O C . h . A exists,

and suppose that a certain monomial x"y' zm (with k + I + m = d) appears in
C with non-zero coefficient. Then ka + Ib + mc ;::: 0, and this monomial appears
in the limit if and only if ka + Ib + mc = O. However, it ia possible that other
monomials--those that don't appear in C-do appear in the limit. The reasan
ia that for a1l terms tWxi: y' zm in C· h . A the weigllt w ia at least ka + Ib + mc,
and there is a term with this minimum weight if and only if xJ:lI zm has non-zero
coefficient in C.

It's easy to analyse the cases where a ;::: 0:

(1) If a > 0, the limit is O.
(2) If a = 0 < b, the limit is C(x, 0,0), which is a multiple of x d•

(3) If a = b = 0 < c, the limit is C(x, y, 0). This is a rank-2 image.
(4) If a = b = c =0, tbe limit is C itself.

Note that in all these cases h has no cffeet whatsocvcr.
Next we assume a < O. Since C does not contain a line, one of the monomials

xd-J:yl: has non-zero coefficient. Using the above observation, one first sees that
tbe coefficient of x d is 0 (since a < 0) and then that b~ 0 (so in particulcu b > a).
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Again using the above observation, if C has at most a simple flex in (1 : 0 : 0)
along z =0 (i.e., the coefficient of zd-l:yl: ia ::/= 0 for a k :5 3), the limit is in the
span of zd, x d- l y, zd-2 y 2, zd-3y3 and zd-l z. (Note: if the coefficient of zd-l y

ia 0, the coefficient of zd-l z is ::/= 0 since C is smooth.) One immediately checks
that th is span is contained in the closure of the orbi t of the curve zd-3!? + zd-l z.

To finish the proof of the first part of the theorem, we have to analyse the
situation at the higher flexes. So assume that C has a k-flcx (k ~ 4) at (1 : 0 : 0)
along z = O. Then the coefficicnts of :cd, zd-Iy, ... , zd-l:+l y l:-l are all 0, while
the coefficients of xd-l:yl: and of zd-l z are 1= O. This implies

(d-k)a+kb~O,

(d-l)a+c~O.

In order that we will be able to determine which of the monomials ;cd, ... ,

zd-l:+l Vl:-l occur in the limit, we will write down for each monomial the numbers
that could apriori be the minimum weight of that monomial in the expression
C· h . >.. Since these monomials zd-j yi (with 0 :5 j :5 k - 1) do not appear in C,
their possible minimum weights are > (d - j)a + j b; to fi nd the possible minimu m
weighta we rcpeatedly replace in xd - j vi either an z by a y, or an z by a z, or a
y by a z, until we arrive at a monomial (caB it M) that could appear in C; we
then write down the weight of the original monomial as it ariscs from M in the
expression M· h· >.. Replacing an z by a v, we have to go all the way up to xd-l:-I j

as for replacing an z or a y by a z, we have to do only one such substitution, but
unless the result is zd-l z, we cannot guarantee that the resulting monomial has
non-zero coefficient in C. This accounta for the ~-signs in the list below. Note
that the original monomial arises in a unique way from M if we replaced an z by
a V or a V by a z; if we replaced an x by a z, there are two wayB to reproduce the
original monomial: either we let the one z (take care' of an x, or the z produce a
y aud a y produce an z. In order that the latter possibility make sense, we need
that M contain a V; however, the weight (of the original monomial) gotten in that
case ia strictly larger than the weight ODe gets by just replacing a y by a z. So we
will ignore this second possibility.

Before we write down the list, we introduce same notation: we let I, resp. m,
resp. n be the valuation (with respect to t) of q, resp. T, reep. s (with v(O) =+00).

Now for the list. The possible minimum weights of x d
:

(0-1)

(0-2)
(d - k)a + k(a + I) = da + kl,

(d - 1)a + (a + m) =da + m.

The possible minimum weights of x d- 1y:

(1-1) (d - k)a + (k - 1Ha + I) + b=(d - l)a + b+ (k - 1)/,

(1-2) ~ (d - 2)a + b+ (a + m) = (d - l)a + b+ m,

(1-3) (d-1)a+(b+n)=(d-l)a+b+n.

The possible minimum weights of zd-jyi (with 2:5 j :5 k - 1):

(i-I) (d - k)a + (k - jHa + I) + jb = (d - j)a + jb + (k - j)/,

(i-2) ~ (d - j - 1)a + jb + (a + m) = (d - j)a + jb +m,

(j-3) 2: (d - j)a + (i - l)b + (b + n) =(d - j)a + jb + n.
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Since we assumed that the limit liIllt_o C . h . ..\ existB, it follows that each
monomial zd- j vi (with °~ j ~ k - 1) oecu rs wi th nonnegative weight in the
expression C· h·..\. This leaves two possibilities for the possible minimum weights
of such a monomial as written down in the list above: either all possible minimum
weights are ~ 0, or at least two of them are< °and equal, and the third weight
(if it exists) is greater than or equal to these two. The second possibility reflects
the phenomenon of cancellation: apriori it is possible that terms arising from
distinct monomials M eaneel each other out by having equal negative weights and
coefficients adding up to 0, in which case the true minimum weight of the original
monomial is larger than the smallest weight in the table abovej in particular, the
true minimum weight could be greater than or equal to zero.

Hoping that the reader is still with us at this point, we will now analyse which
limits occur. Remember that a< 0 ~ b.

Ir I = 00 (i.e., q = 0), then from the above it follows that da + m ~ O. So an
other Beeond terms are> 0, 80 (d - 1)0 + b+ n ~ 0, so all other third terms are
> O. The limit is in the span of zd, z -I y, zd-I z and x d- 1 yl , thus in the closure
of the orbit of x d-1:I1 + zd-l Z.

Ir q 1= 0, then by the lemma 0 < I ~ deg(q) < b - a. We distinguish two cases.
CASE I.

da + kl ~ 0, da+m;::: O.

Sirrce b- 0 -I > 0, all other first terms are> 0, and in (*) we get strict inequality.
As before we get that all other second terms are> 0, so (1-3) is ~ 0, so aH other
third terms are> O. The limit is in the span of zd, zd-l y aod zd-l z. This span
is contained in the closure of the'(projectively) 4-dimensional orbit of two distinct
lines, one of which has multiplicity d - 1.

CASE 11.
da + kl = da + m < 0.

This implies (d - 1)a + b+ (k - 1)1 < (d - 1)a + b + m, so we are left with two
Bubcases.

CASE 11-1.

(d-l)a+b+(k-l)l ~o, (d-1)a+b+n ~ O.

Clearly aH terms with j ;::: 2 are> 0, and the term in (*) is > 0 as weil. So the
limit is again in the span of x d , xd-1y and zd-l z.

CASE ]1-2.

(d - l)a + b+ (i: - 1)1 = (d - l)a + b + n < 0.

Then (d - 2)a + 2b + (i: - 2)1- < (d - 2)a + 2b + n, so necessarily the first term
is ;::: O. 0 ne easily sees that the limit is contained in the span of zd, x d- 1y,
zd- 1Z and x d- 2y'J. Tb ia span is contained in the closure of tbe (projecti vely)
6-dimensional orbit of a smooth conic with a (d - 2)-fold tangent line. Note that
this 6-dimensional locus ia eontained in the orbit closure of the curve zd-1:lI +
x d

-
I z. (Choose coordinates so that (1 : °:0) is a smootb point where z =°is

simply tangent, and apply the diagonalized I-PS with entries (t-2, t d- 2 , t 2d- 2 ) to
get the result.)
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Note that the above arguments apply when m = 00 and/or n = 00.

All in all , we proved that if C has a k-flex at (1 : 0 : 0) along z = 0 in the
coordinates chosen to diagonalize A, and if a < 0, then the limits 1imt_o C . h . A
that exist are contained in the orbi t closure of the curve xd-I: yl: + x d- 1z.

Using Remark 4.5, we see that the first part of the theorem is now proved. To
prove the second part we have to deal with the limits of l-PS's for which a ~ O.
It is immediate from the (easy) analysis of these limits (see above) that this gives
rise to at most one boundary component, the closure of the locus of images of
rank-2 matrices. By Proposition 4.2, this locus is 7-dimensional for d ~ 5, and
thus its closure forms a boundary component. For d =3 (resp. 4) the locUB has
dimension 5 (resp. 6), and its closure is the locus of aB d-tuples of lines through a
point. One easily checks that this locus is contained in the boundary components
of type (1).

This finishes the proof of Theorem IV(1).•

§4.2. Families of orbits. In this subsection we will study one-dimensional fam
ilies of orbi ts. Let C(u) be a family of smooth plane cu rves of degree d over A~,

with central fibre C =C(O) a curve with one k-flex (4 :5 k :5 d) and otherwise sim
ple fiexes, and general fibre a curve with only simple Aexes. Assurne for simplicity
that C has no non-trivial automorphisms. Dcnote by X thc scheme-theoretic cla
sure in pN x A~ of the corresponding family of orbits, and by Xo the special fibre
of X.

Since X is Aat over A~ the degree of the fibres is constant. Now the general fibre
is the orbit closure of a curve with only simple flexes and no automorphisms. Its
degree was computed in the Corollary to Theorem III, §3, and equals that of the
orbit closure of a general plane curve. The special fibre contains the orbit closure
of C. This orbit closure has degree strictly less than the degree of the general fibre,
since not aB flexes of C are simple (see the remark following Theorem IJ I). As a
consequence, Xo must have other components. We will prove that in a situation as
above, where the family is general in a sense to be specified later, there is only one
other component, the orbit closure of a certain, well-dctermined singular curve.

Thus the degree of the orbit (closure) of a general plane curve is the surn of the
degrees of two other orbits; or, what we have to subtract from the general degree
to get the degree of the orbit of a curve with a k-tlex, is in fact the degree of the
orbit of another, singular, curve; in same sense the two curves are 'dual' to each
other. (Perhaps 'liaison' gives a better description of the situation.)

At present we are not able to compute the degrees of the orbits of these singular
curves directly, except in the case k =4, by an ad hoc method. For other (Iess)
singular curves, we can compute the degrees of the orbits. We hope to publish
these results in a second paper, in which we will also exhibit other cxamplea of
the (duality' observed above.

In the following lemma, C(u) may be any family of smooth plane curves of
degree d over A~. Again we denote by X the scheme-theoretic closure in pN X A~ of
the corresponding family of orbits, and by Xo the central fibre of X. Furthermore,
let Yo be the affine cone over X o, aod let G = GL(3).
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LEMMA 4.6. As sets,

YO ={lim C(u) . g(t) : 9 E G(C«t))), u =t e
, e E N+ },

t-O

where we ignore the limits that don 't exist.

PROOF: Again, we follow the set-up of [Kempf, proof of Theorem (1.4)]. Let
U = {C( u) . h : u "I 0, h E G}, which locally around 0 equals the union of the
orbits outside tbe central fihre. Then Yo consists of the points in the closure of U
that lie above u = O. Pick such a point. We may find a curve S in U that contains
this point in its closure. This curve comes with a dominant map to A~. Writing
down for each u :/; 0 the elements in G th at map C(u) to one of the points of
S above u,we find a curve S' in G. Finally, let S" be a smooth cornplete curve
normalizing the curve S' in Gj it comes with a map to G and with a dominant
rnap to A~. Localize at u = 0: let t be a local parameter at a point of S" lying
ahove u = O. Then u = t e (up to a unit, which can be ignored) for some e E N+.
Considering that S" gives us a rational map from C[[t]] to G, or in other words,
an element of G(C«t))), we arrive at the statement of the lemma. I

Returning to the heginning ofthis subsection, let C(u) be a family with central
fibre C = C(O) a srnooth curve with one k-flex (k ;::: 4) and otherwise simple ßexea,
and general fibre a curve with only simple ßexes.

We use Lemma 4.6 to determine the components of X o. As before, by the
Cartan-Iwahori decomposition and since we are interested only in the orbits that
occur, we are reduced to cornputing the limits 1imt-+o C(u). ht(t). ,\(t) that exist,
with u = t e for an e E N+ and h1 an element of G(C[[t]]) with h1(0) = 13 . Choose
coordinates so that ,\ is a diagonal matrix with entries (tQ, t b

I t C
), with a 5 b =S c.

If 0 ~ 0, the limit ia contained in the orbit closure of C, so we assume 0 < O. As
before it follows that b :2: 0 > a.

To get a limit that is not in the orbit closure of C, we have to assume tImt the
k-ftcx of C is in (1 : 0 : 0) along z = O. So C is of the form x d- k 11 + x d- 1Z + ... ,
where the dots indicate terms that have higher (thus positive) '\-weight. Denote
by ai (u) the coefficient of x d- i 11 in C(u), for 0 =S j =S k - 1. Each of these
k polynomials has a zero at u = O. We may assurne that oo(u) and 01(U) are
identically zero: let b(u) be the coefficient of Xd- 1z in G(u), let g( u) be the change
of coordinates fixing x and y and sending z to z - ao(u)b(u)-l x - ol(u)b(u)-ly,
and consider C(u). g(u) aB the new C(u) and g(u)-lh1(t) as the new h 1(t).

Now we restrict our attention to a general family, in the following sense: we
assurne that 02( u) has a simple zero at u = O. In other words, we assume that
C(u) represents a first-order deformation of C in which the point (1 : 0 : 0) is
not a ftex. One checks that C(u) can be written in the form xd-kyk + xd-1z +
uxd- 2y2 + ... , where the dots indieate terms that have higher total weight (the
Burn of the '\-weight of a monomial and the t-valuation of its coefficient).

THEOREM IV(2). Assume that G(u) is a general family, as above. Then the
central fibre Xo 01 the closure X of the corresponding family of PGL(3)-orbits
consists of two components, the orbit closure of C = G(O) and the orbit closure
olthe curve x d- k1l + xd- 2 y2 + xd-1z.

REMARK. The curve yk + x k - 2y2 + X k - 1z has one singular point and k - 2
simple ftexes.
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PROOF OF THE THEOREM: We eontinue our analysis of the limits limt_o C(u) .
h 1(t) . >'(t), with C(u) in the form xd- k yk + X d- 1Z + uxd- 2

y 2 + .... Applying
Lemma 4.4, we see that it suffiees to determine the limits lim,_o C(u). h(t). >.(t)
with h as in that lemma. Onee again we write down the possible minimum (total)
weights of the monomials x d - j 11, für 0 :5 j :5 k - 1; we UBe the same notations as
in the proof of Theorem IV(1).

The weights of x d :

(0-1)

(0-2)

(0-3)

(d - k)a + k(a + I) =da + kl,

(d - 1)a + (a + m) = da + m,

(d - 2)a + 2(a + I) + e =da + 21 + e.

Tbe weights of zd-ly:

(1-1) (d - k)a + (k - 1)(a + l) + b =(d - l)a + b+ (k - 1)/,
(1-2) 2:: (d - 2)a + b+ (a + m) = (d - l)a + b+m,

(1-3) (d - 2)a + (a + l) + b + e = (d - 1)a + b+ 1+ e,

(1-4) (d-1)a+(b+n)=(d-l)a+b+n.

(2-1) (d - k)a + (k - 2)(a + I) + 2b = (d - 2)a + 2b + (k - 2)/,
(2-2) ~ (d - 3)a +2b + (a + m) =(d - 2)a + 2b + m,

(2-3) (d - 2)a +2b + e =(d - 2)a + 2b + e,

(2-4) ~ (d - 2)a + b+ (b + n) = (d - 2)a + 2b + n.

The weights of x d
- j yi , for 3 :5 j :5 k - 1:

(j-l) (d - k)a + (k - j)(a + I) + jb = (d - j)a + jb + (k - j)/,

(j-2) ~ (d - j - l)a + jb + (a + m) = (d - j)a + jb + m,
(j-3) ~ (d - j)a + jb + e = (d - j)a + jb + e,

(j-4) ~ (d - j)a + (j - l)b + (b + n) = (d - j)a + jb + n.

Let UB analyse the variüus possibilities. lf I = +00, then da + m 2:: 0, thus
(d - l)a + b+ n 2:: 0, thus (d - 2)a + 2b + e ~ 0; all other weights are> O. The
limi t ia in the span of x d , x d- 1y, x d- 2 y2, x d- i: y" and x d- 1z. This gives the new
8-dimensional orbit cloaure. (Apply the I-PS with (a, b,c) = (-k, d - k, dk - k)
to the family with e =d(k - 2).)

So we may assurne 0< I< b - a. We distinguish four eases.
CASE I.

da + kl ~ 0, da +m ~ 0, da + 21 + e 2:: O.

Then (d - l)a + b + n ~ 0, aH other weights are> O. The limit ia in thc orbit
closure of x d- 1y.

CASE II.
da + 21 + e > da + kl = da + m < O.
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Then (1-1) is less than (1-2) and (1-3). There are two subcases:
CASE II-I.

(d - l)a + b+ (k - 1)1 ~ 0,

The limit ia in the orbit closure of xd-1y.

CASE 11-2.

(d - l)a + b+ n ~ O.

(d - 1)a + b+ (k - 1)1 = (d - 1)a + b+ n < O.

Then 0 :::; (d - 2)a + 2b + (k - 2)/ < (d - 2)a + 2b + n. The limit is in the orbit
closure of x d- 2y2 + xd - 1z.

CASE 111.

da + m ~ da + 2/ + e =da + kl < O.

Then (1-1) equals (1-3). Ir this number is ~ 0, then the limit is in the orbit closure
of xd-1y. Else (1-4) ia greater than or equal to it. Then (2-4) ia greater than (2-1),
which equals (2-3). Finally, it follows then that (3-3) is greater than (3-1), which
ia ~ O. The limit is in the orbit closure of x d- 3!? + x d- 1z.

CASE IV.

da + kl > da + m =da + 21 + e < O.

Then (1-1) and (1-2) are both greater than (1-3). Again, two subcases:
CASE IV-I.

(d-l)a+b+n~O, (d-l)a+b+l+e~O.

Thc limit ia in the orbit closure of x d- 1y.

CASE IV-2.

(d - 1)a + b+ n =(d - l)a + b+ 1+ e < O.

Then 0 ~ (d - 2)a + 2b + e < (d - 2)a + 2b + n. The limit is the orbit closure of
x d- 2 y2 + x d- 1z.

This finishes the proof of the theorem. I

§5. AN APPLICATlON.

In this section we present an application of the results so far. First we introduce
same notation. Let d ~ 4 be an integer, let N = (dt2) - 1 and let 9 = (d;l).
Denote by pN the projective space of plane curves of degree d, by Mg the moduli
space of amooth, irreducible curves of genus g, and by M~ the locally closcd
subvariety of Mg of curves that can be embedded as smooth plane curves of
degree d. (Note that these curvea have a unique g3, compare [ACGH, App. A,
Exc. 18(iii)].) Denote by V the closed (irreducible) subvariety, of codimension
one, of M~ of curves with at least one k-ßex for a k ~ 4 (in other words, curves
for which not aH ßexes are simple).
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THEOREM V(l). For d = 4 or 5, the Chow ring (with Q-coefficients) ofM~ - V
is trivial. I.e., for l ;.::: 1

PROOF: From the proof of Theorem IV(!) we know that the curves appearing in
the boundary of an orbit of a smooth plane curve of degree d are either of the
form 'd lines through a point' or have an equation of thc form x d - k 11 + x d - 1Z

with 2 :5 k :5 d.
Let X be the closed set in pN which is the union of the closures of the Iod of

such curves. The various Iod have dimension either d+2 or 6 or 7, so (sißce d = 4
or 5) each component of X has dimension :5 7 (in fact, equality holds).

Let P be a general linear subspace of codimension 8 in pN; in fact, any such
subspaee that has empty intersection with X. Let ß C pN be the diseriminant
hypersurface parametrizing the singular plane curves, and let U = P - ß be the
(non-empty, as we will see) open subset of P of smooth plane eurves. Then (by
the definition of Mg) there is a natural morphism 1jJ: U - M~ which sends a
point in U to the isomorphism class of the curve corresponding to it. We claim:

(1) ljJ is surjective and qu asi-fi ni te;
(2) ljJ ia finite (exactly) above M~ - V.

Onee the claim is proven, the theorem follows by applying the (easy) Lemma A
in [Fabcr, IntroductionJ. (Note that the Chow ring (with Q-coefficients) of U is
trivial, cf. [FuItOD, §1.8].)

PROOF OF CLAIM: To prove the first part, note that P has non-empty intersection
with every B-dimensional closed subvariety of pN, BQ in particular P n Oe i= 0 for
a smooth C. Sinee P n X = 0, we find

oi= P n Oe = P n Oe = U n Oe,

so tP is surjeetive. Sinee U is affine and the interseetion is a closed subset of P, it
consists of finitely many points, so that ljJ is quasi-finite.

To prove the theorem, it suffiees to prove that tP is proper above M~ - V, the
locus of eurves with only simple flexes, sinee cP is quasi-finite ([EGA III, 4.4.2]).
Let R = C[[tJJ, let K = C«t)) be its quotient field, and let i: Spec K - Spec R
be the map indueed by the inclusion Re K. Consider a family over Spec R where
both fibrea are smooth plane eurves with only simple flexea. Let m: Spec R 
M~ - V be the morphism we get by taking isomorphism classes. Suppose we have
a map n: Spec K - U such that tP . n = m· i. Sinee P is proper over C, the map
n can be extended to Spec R to give a map p: Spec R - P. Denoting by C the
special fibre of the family, we know that the image of the closed point is eontained
in Oe (it is here that we use that the family consists of curvea with only simple
flexesj the special fibre in the cl08ure of the corresponding family of orbits is Oe).
Usi ng (*), we conclude that the image of p is contained in U. This provcs that ljJ
is proper above M~ - V.

Next we show that in fact tP is not proper above V. A curve is in V if and only
if it has at least one k-flex (4 :5 k :5 d). Write down a general family (see Theorem
IV(2)) ofsmooth plane curves with central fibre a curve C with a k-flex and general
fibre a eurve with only simple ftexes: C(u) = xd-kif +Xd- 1z+uxd- 2 y2 +.... Let
..\ be the diagonalized I-PS with entries (t-i, t d

-
k

, t dk
-

k
), let e =d(k - 2), and
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eonsider the family D(t) =C(t e) • A(t). Taking isomorphiam c1asses, we sec that
E(t) = C(t e ) gives a map m: Spec R -+ M~. Assume for a moment that D(t)
gives a map n: Spec K -+ U. Then ,p . n =m . i ainee the generie fibrea of D(t)
and of E(t) are isomorphie. But there doesn 't exist a map p: Spec R -+ U with
p' i = n, sinee limt_O D(t) is the singular eurve L = xd-i:1/ +X d- 1Z + xd- 2y2. It
follows that tP is not proper above V.

To see that we may assurne that D(t) gives a map n: Spec K -+ U, the erueial
point is to find a 9 E PGL(3) such that L . 9 E P. Gnce we have that, wc can
also find a 9(t) E G(R), with 9(0) = 9, such that D(t) . g(t) E P(R). The gcnerie
fibre of this family is then in U. To find 9, note that OL np i= 0 (of course) and
that OL - OL C X. Namely, in the proof of Theorem IV(2) we found aH points
in 0 L. These points are ei ther in Oe, in whieh ease they are in X, or (for eertain
coordinates x I y and z) they are in the span of x d , x d- 1y, x d- 2y2, x d- i: yi: and
zd-l z. We have to check that the boußdary points in thia span are aH in X. If
the eoeffieient of zd-l z ia 0, this ia the ease since X contains all eurves of type 'd
lines through a point'. If the coefficient of x d- 1z is f=. 0, we may assume th at the
coefficients of x d aod of x d - 1 y are O. Sinee we are eonsidering bou ndary points,
at least one of the coefficients of x d-i: 1l and of x d- 2y2 is 0; the resulting eurves
are in X.

The claim and the theorem have been proven. I

REMARKS. (1) The degree of,p is

d(d - 2)(J3 + 2cf + 4et1 + sJi - 1356d2 + 52S0d - 5319).

This ia a direet consequence of the eorollary to Theorem 111: the degree of,p equals
the number of points in the intersection of P and the orbit closurc of a general
plane eurve of degree d.

(2) The reader ia invited to compare the theorem with the eonstruction in
[Faber, Proposition (1.1)], where an analogous result is proved using a spedal p6
in the p14 of plane quartics.

It ia rather involved to extend the theorem to higher values of d. The problem
is that the locus Q C pN of aH curves consisting of d lines through a point has
dimension d+2, 80 for d ~ 6 it has non-empty intersection with any linear subspace
P of dimension N - 8. Nevertheless it turns out to be possible to provc that for
d ~ 7 the eomplement in M~ of two irredueible divisors haa trivial Chow ring.
The idea of the construetion of the second divisor is as folIows. Starting with thc
isomorphism dass [q] of a d-tuple q of points on a line, one may construet the
Bubvariety of M~ of isomorphiam classes [Cl of eurves C for which a line m in p2
real izes the class [q] (Le., [m nCl = [q]). Roughly, the second divisar is a un ion of
such subvarieties, where [q] runs over the isomorphism c1asses of the d-tuples (of
lines through a point, this time) occuring in P n Q.

Ta deseribe the construction more preciscly, we first need a lemma. Let S be
the locus of d-fold lines; this is the d-uple embedding of p2 into pN.

LEMMA 5.2. As sets, Sing Q =S.

PROOF: Given a point in p2, the locus of curves consisting of d lines through
that point forms a pd whieh is linearly embedded in pN. Globally this gives a
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pd-bundle T over p2, inside pN x p2. Then Q = Pt (T) where Pt : pN x p2 _ pN
is the first projection. The fibres of the morphism Pt: T - Q consist of single
points above Q - S, and are pt 's above S. We claim that Pt is an isomorphism
above Q - S.

To prove the claim, consider the map q: Q - S - p2 which sends a curve
conaisting of d (not all equal) lines through a point, to that point. Then the map
(i, q): Q - S - T C pN X p2 (where i: Q - S _ pN ia the inclusion) gives an
inverse morphism to Pt above Q - S. This shows that Q - S is non-singular (which
is aH we need for the sequel). It's not hard to check that Q is in fact singular
along S.•

REMARK. One can prove that Q is the locus of curves for which the lIessian is
identicaBy zero.

We assurne d ~ 7 from now on. Denote by Q" the locus of curvcs in Q for
which the corresponding d-tuple of points on pt is semistable (i.e., has no points
of multiplicity > d/2). Then Q" is smooth. Let P be a general linear subspace
of pN of dimension N - 8. Then P n Qu has dimension d - 6. Applying Bcrtini,
we see that it is smooth and connected (since d 2: 7), hence irreducible.

Let (as in §4.1) Md = (Pd),,/PGL(2) be the moduli spate of (semistable)
d-tuples of points on pt, and let Q' be the image of P n Q" in Md. One verifies
that Q' is also irreducible of dimension d - 6.

As the next step in our construction we produce another map to Md. Denote
by F C pN the open set of smooth curves with only simple fiexes. Consider the
map I: F x p:2 - Md which sends a pair (C,/) to the isoffiorphism cla8S of the
d-tuple C n I. (Note that these d-tuples are in fact stable.)

We claim that the fibres of f over isomorphism c1asses of d-tuples consisting
of d distinct points are irreducible of dimension N - d + 5. Fix such a d-tuple
on a line I. One checks that the curves containing those d points form a (linear)
pN-d. To get the fibre of f over the isomorphiam class of the d~tuple, we first
carry around this pN-d with PGL(2), by varying the d-tuple in its orbit while
fixing the line I; next we vary 1 in p2. The fibre is thus irreducible of the said
dimension.

Since P was chosen generally, Q' contains isomorphism classes of d-tuples with
d distinct points. We conclude that DfI =1-1 (Q') is irreducible of dimension
(N - d + 5) + (d - 6) =N - 1. Denote by Pt: F X p2 - F the first projection,
and let D' = Pt (0"). Then D' is the locus in F of curves C for which the
intersection P n Oe contains a point in the boundary of Oe. (Since P is general,
it has empty intersection with all the possible boundary components of type (1)
in Theorem IV(1), 80 a point in the intersection of P and the boundary of Oe
is necessarily in the boundary component of type (2), the c10sure of the locus
of rank-2 images.) We claim that D' ia an (irreducible) divisor in F. First, the
dimension of D' ia :5 N - 1 since D" has dimension N - 1. So aB we need to
show is that 1Y meets a general one-dimensional subvariety I< of F. Considcr the
corresponding 9-dimensional union of orbit closures. The boundary components
of type (2) form an 8-dimensional subvariety. Now P meets this subvariety; let C
be a curve (corresponding to the point [C] of I<) such that P meets the boundary
of Oe. By the above, [Cl is in 1Y. So D' intersects I<. This proves thc claim.

Finally, let D =4J(D'), which is an irreducible divisor in M~. (Note that D' is
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POL(3)-invariant.)

THEOREM V(2). For d ~ 7, M~ - V - D has trivial Chow ring.

PROOF: Consider the natural map cP: pnF - M~- V. This morphism ia proper
exact1y above the locus of curves C for which the intersection of P and Oe consists
of points corresponding to smooth curves. Hy the construction above, this locus
is the complement of D. Since for these curves P n Oe = P n Oe, the map ia also
quasi-finite, thus finite, above this locus. Applying as before [Faber, Lemma A]
we finish the proof of the theorem. I

Unfortunatcly, the method above does not work as weil for d = 6. The reason
is that P n Q" is no Ionger irreducible, so the divisor D in M~ - V will not be
irreducible either. However, it seems likely that the complement in M~ - V of any
component of D has trivial Chow ring. It would be of some interest to examine
this, since the moduli Bpace of plane sextic curves is birational to the moduli space
of K3-surfaces with a polarization of degree two.
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